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Summary
The need for high bandwidth, due to the explosion of new multimedia-
oriented IP-based services, as well as increasing broadband access re-
quirements is leading to the need of flexible and highly reconfigurable
optical networks.
While transmission bandwidth does not represent a limit due to the
huge bandwidth provided by optical fibers and Dense Wavelength Divi-
sion Multiplexing (DWDM) technology, the electronic switching nodes
in the core of the network represent the bottleneck in terms of speed and
capacity for the overall network.
For this reason DWDM technology must be exploited not only for
data transport but also for switching operations.
In this Ph.D. thesis solutions for photonic packet switches, a flexi-
ble alternative with respect to circuit-switched optical networks are pro-
posed. In particular solutions based on devices and components that are
expected to mature in the near future are proposed, with the aim to limit
the employment of complex components.
The work presented here is the result of part of the research activ-
ities performed by the Networks Research Group at the Department of
Electronics, Computer Science and Systems (DEIS) of the University
of Bologna, Italy. In particular, the work on optical packet switch-
ing has been carried on within three relevant research projects: the
e-Photon/ONe and e-Photon/ONe+ projects, funded by the European
Union in the Sixth Framework Programme, and the national project
OSATE funded by the Italian Ministry of Education, University and Sci-
entific Research.
The rest of the work is organized as follows. Chapter 1 gives a brief
introduction to network context and contention resolution in photonic
packet switches. Chapter 2 presents different strategies for contention
xi
resolution in wavelength domain. Chapter 3 illustrates a possible imple-
mentation of one of the schemes proposed in chapter 2. Then, chapter 4
presents multi-fiber switches, which employ jointly wavelength and space
domains to solve contention. Chapter 5 shows buffered switches, to solve
contention in time domain besides wavelength domain. Finally chapter 6
presents a cost model to compare different switch architectures in terms
of cost.
xii
Chapter 1
Introduction to
photonic packet switches
and contention resolution
This chapter provides a brief description of the main concepts of photonic
packet switches and contention resolution.
1.1 Network context
Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing (DWDM) has emerged as the
core transmission technology for next generation backbone networks with
its ability to provide aggregate transmission rates in the Tbit/s range [1].
The application of this technology is now called to migrate from bare
transmission to switching and meet both the bandwidth and flexibility
requirements of future network contexts.
Different approaches have been proposed to achieve dynamic net-
work connectivity at different levels of granularity, namely optical circuit
switching, optical burst switching and optical packet switching [2], [3]
[4], [5]. Correspondingly, dynamic switching node capability must be
provided at different time scales. Optical switches are the key systems
to enable the proliferation of transparent all optical networks. The intro-
duction of photonic packet switches [6], [7], [8] could support this task as
an important step for the proliferation of future Internet based services
[9], [10], [11]. It is a common opinion that this scenario can turn into
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a reality in an evolutionary perspective, where the introduction of lim-
ited cost modular switches is first adopted with design principles open to
adaptability to new high performance technologies, when available and
mature [12].
This work is focused on all-optical packet switches and in particular
on contention resolution, one of the main and still unresolved aspects
related to optical packet switches. Contention resolution concepts and
the organization of this work are presented in detail in the next section.
1.2 Contention resolution in
photonic packet switches
One of the main issues in photonic packet switches is contention res-
olution, which arises when two or more packets contend for the same
node resource at the same time. While in electronic packet switches
contentions are resolved mainly in the time domain by the employment
of Random Access Memories (RAMs) as electronic buffers, in photonic
switches this solution is more difficult to be applied, due to the lack of
the optical equivalent of RAMs. For this reason in photonic switches
often contentions are solved also in wavelength and space domains [13].
In this section a brief description of the techniques to manage con-
tention resolution in these three domains is presented.
Due to the statistical multiplexing of the wavelengths obtained with
DWDM technology, contention in a node can be resolved in the wave-
length domain [14], [15], [16]. The principle is very simple: when packets
coming to the switch from different input fibers on the same wavelength
are directed to the same output fiber, one of them is directly forwarded,
while the others are converted to different free wavelengths on the des-
tination fiber, if available. In this way, loss occurs only when no more
wavelength channels are available on the destination fiber. The advantage
of this technique is the high flexibility and transparency assured when
all-optical wavelength conversion is applied, jointly to the non-delay of
the packets that are not buffered in the nodes. More, this technique takes
advantage of benefits of statistical multiplexing, which assures low packet
loss when the number of wavelengths becomes high enough. The main
drawback is that the technology to realize the wavelength converters (es-
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pecially the all-optical ones) is still immature, so they are very difficult
to be implemented, and in any case their cost could be very high [17],
[18]. Contention resolution in wavelength domain in treated in detail in
chapter 2, where different schemes allowing to reduce both the number
and the requirements of the wavelength converters are presented.
Contention resolution in space domain consists in avoiding collisions
among packets on the same wavelength by exploiting spatial diversity
(packets on the same wavelength are sent through disjoint physical paths
inside the switch). The spatial diversity can also be exploited by pro-
viding the link of the network with a bundle of fibers instead of a single
fiber (a solution called multi-fiber switch) [19], [20], [21], [22], [23]. In
fact, in this case, packets on the same wavelength directed to the same
link can be forwarded in different fibers. The advantage of this technique
is its simplicity, while the drawback is the increasing of the number of
switching elements needed to implement the switching fabrics. Multi-
fiber switches to solve contention in both wavelength and space domains
are presented in detail in chapter 4.
Contention resolution in time domain can be applied in two different
ways. The first one is by maintaining the packets in the optical domain
and exploit Fiber Delay Lines (FDLs) to delay packets [13] [24], [25], [26].
The advantage of this technique is that the packets are maintained in the
wavelength domain thus assuring transparency, while the drawbacks are
that FDLs only offer fixed delays (multiple of a value called granularity)
and that they contributes to the degradation of the optical signal. The
second alternative is to convert the packets that lose contention in elec-
tronic domain and store them in electronic buffers, obtaining an hybrid
electro/optical switch [27]. This solution presents the typical advantage
of RAMs (high memory capacity, possibility to extract and forward a
packet in whatever moment, thus obtaining variable delay and relatively
low cost) losing the optical transparency as main drawback. Two ar-
chitectures, with contention resolution in wavelength and time domains,
are presented in chapter 5. The first one exploits FDLs, the second one
electronic buffers.
These three methods can be applied jointly to solve contention, and
in the rest of the work these methods are faced in detail. In particu-
lar schemes and architectures for all-optical packet switches will be pre-
sented. Most part of the work is aimed at the reduction of both the
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number and requirements of wavelength converters, that are complex
and costly components. The wavelength converters are assumed to be
all-optical and full-range (i.e., an input signal may be converted to any
wavelengths on output), but the proposed solutions and results are also
valid if electro/optical wavelength converters are considered, having in
mind that, in this case, the optical transparency is lost.
First ideal schemes are illustrated, then the attention is focused on
possible implementations relying on optical components that are ex-
pected to mature in the near future.
These architecture can be used in different network contexts, as op-
tical circuit switching and optical burst/packet switching, obtaining dif-
ferent performance.
For all the presented architectures, scheduling algorithms are needed
to manage packet forwarding through the node, in order to properly
configure the hardware resources and perform contention resolution. This
work is focused on optical packet switching in synchronous (time slotted)
environment, so in the rest of the work proper scheduling algorithms to
control the proposed architectures in this context are presented. Also
various analytical models to evaluate performance in terms of packet loss
probability are presented, as well as examples of results and performance
graphs in order to present the effectiveness of the proposed techniques in
solving contention. Particular attention is also given to the complexity
of the proposed architectures in terms of expensive optical components,
being the cost one of the main parameters that has to be taken into
account in designing such next generation switches.
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Chapter 2
Contention resolution
in the wavelength domain:
wavelength converters
sharing strategies
This chapter first presents briefly the basic concept of contention reso-
lution in the wavelength domain by exploiting Wavelength Converters
(WCs), then illustrates different strategies to share them in all-optical
buffer-less switching nodes. A simple example of contention resolution
in the wavelength domain is presented in figure 2.1. In figure 2.1(a) an
ideal switch without conversion capability is presented. In this situation
if two packets coming on different input fibers (IFs) h and s, but in the
same wavelength, are directed to the same output fiber (OF) at the same
time, one of them is lost due to wavelength contention. Instead, in figure
2.1(b) a switch equipped with WCs is presented. In this case, if two
packets on the same wavelength are directed to the same OF, one is sent
without conversion as in the previous case, and the other is wavelength
shift to another free wavelength by exploiting a WC.
To exploit properly this simple technique to solve contention, the first
idea was to equip the switch with a WC for each input (or output) wave-
length channel. As already mentioned, the main drawback is that WCs
are the most complex components to be implemented in optical tech-
nology. For this reason, different strategies to limit the number of WCs
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Wavelength 
Conversion
WCs
No Wavelength 
Conversion
Lost
In fiber h
In fiber s
In fiber h
In fiber s
Out fiber j Out fiber j
(a) (b)
Figure 2.1: Example of contention resolution in the wavelength domain.
In (a) the switch is not equipped with wavelength converters and a packet
is lost due to wavelength contention, in (b) the packets can be forwarded
by exploiting wavelength conversion.
employed in a node, by sharing them, have been proposed in the past
[15], [16]. Two main strategies was proposed, the shared-per-link and the
shared-per-node [15], [16]. In this work a third strategy is proposed, the
so called shared-per-wavelength [28]. These strategies are described in
detail in sections 2.1, 2.2, 2.3 respectively. Proper scheduling algorithms
to control packet forwarding in synchronous context are presented, as
well as analytical models to evaluate packet loss performance. More, in
each section some results about the performance of the proposed switch
are presented. The final section 2.4 is devoted to compare the three
alternatives in terms of performance and complexity.
2.1 Shared-per-link strategy
In shared-per-link (SPL) the TWCs are shared on the output interfaces,
meaning that each output interface has a dedicated pool of TWCs shared
by packets directed to that interface [29]. The ideal scheme of the shared-
per-link concept is presented in section 2.1.1, a proper scheduling algo-
rithm to control packet forwarding is reported in section 2.1.2 and an
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analytical model to evaluate Packet Loss Probability (PLP) is presented
in section 2.1.3. In section 2.1.4 PLP, throughput and TWCs saving
obtained for the shared-per-link concept are presented.
2.1.1 SPL scheme
The SPL concept, and the related ideal scheme are presented in fig-
ure 2.2. It represents a buffer-less packet switch with wavelength con-
verters shared per output interface (optical link). It consists of N in-
put and N output fibers each carrying a WDM signal with M wave-
lengths. A non-blocking space switching matrix is provided to trans-
fer packets arriving on any input wavelength/any fiber to any output
wavelength/any fiber. Each output interface is equipped with R ≤ M
Full Range Tunable-input/Tunable-output Wavelength Converters (sim-
ply indicated with TWCs), and M − R simple optical channels (OCs)
without TWCs.
This switch configuration has the advantage to reduce the number of
TWCs used and to avoid wavelength conversion if contention is absent.
The special case M = R has been studied in [30] for the synchronous
environment. The WDM signal arriving to the switch from an input
fiber is de-multiplexed and synchronized. Packets on input channels are
then transferred by the space switching matrix to the proper output
interface according to the routing information. The principle to solve
contention is as follows: the control unit assigns the packet to a free OC
if the wavelength of the packet is not already assigned on that output
interface. If there is not free OC, a TWC is used to send the packet even
if it is not wavelength shifted. If the wavelength on the output interface
is busy, the packet is sent with wavelength conversion by exploiting a
free TWC.
In fully equipped switch (equipped with one TWC per channel, for a
total amount of NM TWCs) packet loss occurs only if all wavelengths
on the destination fiber are busy [30]. Instead with the proposed switch
configuration two different situations cause packet loss: i) the number
of packets for the target output interface is greater than the number
of wavelengths per fiber M (called output blocking), ii) the number of
packets that effectively need wavelength conversion is greater than the
number of TWCs R (loss due to lack of TWCs).
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Strictly Non-Blocking
Space Switching 
Matrix
Output Interface
Input Interface
M
M-R optical channels
TWC
OF 1
M :1
1
R
OF 2
M :1
1
R
OF N
M :1
1
R
M wavelengths
IF 1
1:M 
IF 2
1:M 
IF N
1:M 
M :1
M:1 coupler
1:M 
1:M   DEMUX
Figure 2.2: SPL switching node with N input/output fibers carrying M
wavelengths each. The node is equipped with R TWCs on each output
interface.
The basic all optical elements for the implementation of this architec-
ture have been described in [31], [32], [33]. They are typically based on
optical components like MEMS or SOAs, used as wavelength selectors,
as well as optical filters and tunable wavelength converters [31], [32].
2.1.2 Scheduling algorithm for SPL
To perform the switching function a proper scheduling algorithm (SA)
is needed to control the optical packet forwarding from the input to the
output channels, by applying contention resolution through wavelength
conversion. The resulting packet loss probability depends on the capabil-
ity of the algorithm to find a matching between the transfer requests and
available output (and internal) resources. In [15] a scheduling algorithm
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that minimizes the packet loss probability is presented. This scheduling
algorithm is applied to manage packet forwarding, and is here briefly
described. It consists of three phases sequentially executed in each time
slot (see figure 2.3). In the first step, headers of the incoming packets are
read and packets coming on the same wavelength W and directed to the
same output fiber j, are grouped in the set LWj . Packets on the same set
contend for the same output channel, for this reason in the second phase
one packet is randomly select from each set LWj and sent to the output
fiber j without conversion. Such a packet can be sent on the output fiber
by exploiting an OC (figure 2.3, packets from L21, L
3
1, L
1
2) or a TWC, if
no OCs are available (figure 2.3, the packet from L41). In the third phase
other packets randomly chosen are sent to the proper output fiber by
exploiting wavelength conversion (figure 2.3, packets from L21 and L
1
2), as
long as there are available TWCs and there are free channels on output
fiber. The remaining packets are lost.
1,2
2,1
4,1
3,1
2,1
1,2
L11, 0
L12, 2
L13, 1
L14, 1
L21, 2
L22, 0
L23, 0
L24, 0
Step 1 Step 2 / Step 3
IN Fibre 1
IN Fibre 2
OUT Fibre 1
OUT Fibre 2
W, j W = input wavelength;j  = output fibre; LjW, #
LJW = group of packets carried 
by W and directed to j; 
#    = number of packets; No conversion
Conversion
Figure 2.3: Example of packet forwarding in a time slot with the pro-
posed scheduling algorithm: N = 2 input/output fibres with M = 4
wavelengths each, 4 packet arrivals directed to output 1 and 2 packet
arrivals for output 2.
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2.1.3 Analytical model of the packet loss for SPL
The proposed model assumes a synchronous packet switch and fixed
length optical packets with single slot duration. Uniform traffic distri-
bution is considered, meaning Bernoulli arrival process on input wave-
lengths and uniform balanced addressing to output fibers. The packet
loss probability can be evaluated with reference to a generic output fiber
j, due to the uniform traffic distribution and the organization of the
TWCs (each output fiber has its own pool of TWCs). Moreover packet
loss probability is calculated by means of the number G of different wave-
lengths sending packets to that fiber in a time slot. The problem is split
into two distinct cases, given the total number of packets k to be trans-
ferred in a time slot:
- case 1: M−R ≤ G ≤M . In this case G packets carried by different
wavelengths can be sent without wavelength conversion. M −R of
them are transmitted to the simple OCs while G−(M−R) packets
are transmitted to the TWCs; loss occurs when k > M and, in this
case, k−M packets are lost. The number of transferred packets is
the same as in the full conversion.
- case 2: G < M −R. G packets carried by different wavelengths are
transmitted to the output fiber; up to R packets can be transmitted
to the output channels with TWCs. A total of G+R < M packets
can be transmitted, the remaining k − (G+R) are lost.
In figure 2.4a an example of case 1 is given with k =M = 6 and G = 4;
thanks to wavelength conversion no packet is lost. In figure 2.4b, instead,
k = M = 6 and G = 2 so G is lower than M − R (case 2); as a conse-
quence, one packet is lost due to the lack of TWCs, while a simple OC
is useless due to contention for the same wavelength.
Proper nomenclature to discuss the model is first introduced:
p probability of an arrival on a wavelength in a time slot (load per wave-
length);
Aj probability of at least an arrival for output fiber j, given by 1 −(
1− p
N
)N
;
G number of different active wavelengths (with at least one packet for
output j);
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λ1
TSlot
λ2
λ3
λ4
λ5
λ6
Out j
λ1
TSlot
λ2
λ3
λ4
λ5
λ6
Out j
(a) (b)
k=6, G=4, M-R=3 k=6, G=2, M-R=3
Figure 2.4: Examples of case 1 (a) and case 2 (b).
DG probability of G active wavelengths;
Γh|G probability of h arrivals to output j given G active wavelengths;
N jl number of lost packets on output j in a time slot;
N jo number of packets offered to output j in a time slot;
Pl packet loss probability.
Pl can be expressed in relation to the generic output j by definition as
the ratio between the averages of N jl and N
j
o :
Pl =
E
[
N jl
]
E
[
N jo
] (2.1)
Under the assumption of uniform traffic the average number of packets
offered to output j in a time slot, N jo , is given by
E
[
N jo
]
=M ·N · p ·
1
N
=M · p (2.2)
and the average number of lost packets on output j in a time slot, N jl ,
is given by
E
[
N jl
]
=
M∑
G=1
E
[
N jl |G
]
·DG (2.3)
where
DG =
(
M
G
)
· AGj · (1− Aj)
M−G
, 1 ≤ G ≤M (2.4)
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The expression given in (2.3) is calculated by taking into account the con-
tributions of case 1 (M−R ≤ G ≤M) and case 2 (1 ≤ G ≤ (M −R)−1)
and by considering that, with G active wavelengths, the number of packet
arrivals for output j is between G and GN . The following expression for
E
[
N jl
]
is obtained
E
[
N jl
]
=
M−R−1∑
G=1
NG∑
h=G+R+1
(h− (G+R)) · Γh|G ·DG +
+
M∑
G=M−R
NG∑
h=M+1
(h−M) · Γh|G ·DG (2.5)
The expressions of the conditional probability Γh|G can be directly cal-
culated for G = 0 and G = 1:
Γh|0 =
{
1 h = 0
0 h > 0
(2.6)
and
Γh|1 =
(
N
h
)
·
(
p
N
)h
·
(
1− p
N
)N−h
1−
(
1− p
N
)N 1 ≤ h ≤ N (2.7)
where 1−
(
1− p
N
)N
is the normalizing factor representing the probability
of h > 0 and Γh|1 = 0 for h = 0 and h > N .
In order to write the recursive formula for the general case G > 1, the
example for G = 2 is given. By considering all the combinations of
arrivals from N input fibers with two active wavelengths, the following
expression is obtained, where the factors Γx|1 and Γ(h−x)|1 can be easily
outlined:
Γh|2 =
min{N,h−1}∑
x=1
Γx|1 · Γ(h−x)|1 =
=
min{N,h−1}∑
x=1
(
N
x
)
·
(
p
N
)x
·
(
1− p
N
)N−x
1−
(
1− p
N
)N ·
·
(
N
h−x
)
·
(
p
N
)h−x
·
(
1− p
N
)N−(h−x)
1−
(
1− p
N
)N (2.8)
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that is valid for 2 ≤ h ≤ 2N , while Γh|2 = 0 for h < 2 and for h > 2N .
In the general case G ≥ 2 the accounting of all possible combinations
can be again given as the product of Γx|1 and Γ(h−x)|(G−1) that, in its turn
can be further factorized into a lower ordered calculation giving rise to
the following recursive formula:
Γh|G =
min{N,h−G+1}∑
x=1
Γx|1 · Γ(h−x)|(G−1) G ≤ h ≤ GN (2.9)
while Γh|G = 0 for h < G and h > GN . This formula holds for 2 ≤ G ≤
M .
Formulas (2.6), (2.7) and (2.9) allows the calculation of (2.5). Then
the calculation of the packet loss probability given by (2.1) can be com-
pleted by using (2.2).
In particular the expression of the packet loss probability in the case
of full wavelength conversion can be obtained by imposing R = M in
(2.5) given by:
Pl =
1
Mp
M∑
G=0
NG∑
h=M+1
(h−M) · Γh|G ·DG (2.10)
In this case the packet loss takes place only when the number of packet
arrivals for output j is greater than M . The resulting loss probability
is the same obtaining with the formula presented in [30] for uniform
Bernoulli traffic case.
Similarly, by imposing R = 0 the expression of packet loss without wave-
length converters is obtained, that is
Pl =
1
Mp
M∑
G=1
NG∑
h=G+1
(h−G) · Γh|G ·DG (2.11)
that is the ratio between the average number of packets per slot that need
conversion and the average offered load, being G the number of packets
that are transmitted on different wavelengths.
This model can be used to calculate the TWC and OC throughput,
namely TTWC and TL, that represents the load per wavelength on output
fibers. The TWC throughput is calculated, with reference to a generic
13
output j, through the average of the number of TWCs sending packets in
a time slot in cases 1 (M−R ≤ G ≤M) and 2 (G < M−R), weighted on
the joint probability of h arrivals for output j and G active wavelengths,
and by dividing this average by the total number of wavelengths, M ,
that can be accommodated on the output fiber. The resulting formula
for TWC throughput is:
TTWC =
1
M
[
M−R−1∑
G=1
NG∑
h=G
min {h−G,R} · Γh|G ·DG+
+
M∑
G=M−R
NG∑
h=G
min {h− (M −R) , R} · Γh|G ·DG
]
(2.12)
The OC throughput is obtained with similar considerations. Anyway
in this case the number of OCs sending packets is only related to the
number of (different) active wavelengths G. It results in:
TL =
1
M
[
M∑
G=1
min {G,M −R}
]
·DG (2.13)
2.1.4 Numerical results for SPL
Different switch dimensioning have been considered to validate the model
and to give some results useful for switch design. The influence of the
number R of TWCs per output fiber on PLP is first studied varying the
load per wavelength as a parameter for N = 8 input/output fibers with
M = 16 (figure 2.5) and M = 32 (figure 2.6) wavelengths. The results
obtained by the application of the described analysis and by simulation
with the scheduling algorithm described in section 2.1.2 show perfect
agreement. Also, both figures outline that the number of TWCs per
output fiber can be lower of the number of wavelengths per fiber. The
number of TWCs to obtain the same performance of the fully equipped
switch, that is R = M , (M = 16 in figure 2.5 and M = 32 in figure 2.6)
is not sensibly dependent on load. Figure 2.7 shows PLP as a function
of load, p, varying R as a parameter for N = 8 and M = 16. It can be
seen that with R = 8 the same performance of the fully equipped switch
14
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Figure 2.5: Packet loss probability as a function of R, varying load p in
case N=8 and M=16. The results are obtained in both analysis (A) and
simulation (S) cases.
is obtained, for all values of load per wavelength. In figure 2.8 the
number of input and output fibers is varied as a parameter for M = 16
and p = 0.7. Also in this case a maximum number of converters can be
found to obtain the optimal performance. Moreover it is possible to see
that the PLP slightly depend on switch size. In figure 2.9 the packet loss
probability as a function of R, varying the number of wavelengths M is
plotted for N = 8 and p = 0.7. The number of TWCs to obtain the same
performance as fully equipped switch is greater for highM respect to low
M . This is mainly due to the greater number of multiplexed wavelengths.
It results that the percentage of TWCs needed is almost equal to 50%
of M , in the case N = 8, p = 0.7 and M = 16. This percentage being
slightly lower for high M . Finally the TWC and simple OC throughput
is analyzed by application of formulas 12 and 13, and plotted in figure
2.10 for N = 8, M = 16, p = 0.3 and 0.7. Throughput in the TWCs
increases as R increases and, when R = M , the value of throughput is
almost equal to the load per wavelength p, the only difference depending
on PLP. The throughput on the OCs decreases as R increases and when
R = 0, the throughput is lower than the load per wavelength due to the
high PLP (being conversion not possible). In figure 2.11 the throughput
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Figure 2.6: Packet loss probability as a function of R, varying load p in
case N=8 and M=32.The results are obtained in both analysis (A) and
simulation (S) cases.
per wavelength on switch output fiber is also presented, obtained by
adding the values of TWC and simple OC throughput. It can be see
that the throughput, except for very low values of R, is almost equal to
the load per wavelength.
2.2 Shared-per-node strategy
In shared-per-node (SPN) concept the switching node is equipped with a
single pool of TWCs that serves all input channels. In this way TWCs are
shared among all incoming packets. A general scheme of the SPN switch,
a proper scheduling algorithm and an analytical model to evaluate PLP
are presented in sections 2.2.1, 2.2.2, 2.2.3 respectively, while in 2.2.4
performance in terms of PLP are presented.
2.2.1 SPN scheme
The reference SPN switch scheme is shown in figure 2.12. It is equipped
withN input/output interfaces, each carryingM wavelengths. Full range
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Figure 2.7: Packet loss probability as a function of the load per wave-
length, p, varying the number of TWCs R for a switching node with
N=8, M=16.
TWCs are grouped together in a single pool and shared among all input
channels, so that an incoming packet can exploit whatever TWC. For
this reason, also in this case Tunable-input/tunable-output TWCs are
needed. A Fully equipped switch would require NM TWCs, one per
channel, while in SPN r ≤ NM TWCs are considered so packet loss can
occur due to the lack of TWCs.
In each time slot packets coming on different wavelengths in an input
fiber are split and synchronized. A first attempt is made to forward in-
coming packets without wavelength conversion by exploiting the strictly
non-blocking space switch. Otherwise the packet is sent to the TWC
pool, if a free TWC is found, and forwarded after wavelength conversion.
Channels on output interfaces are multiplexed by means of couplers. At
the ingress of each coupler a maximum of M packets, each carried by a
different wavelength, is allowed. Excess packets are lost due to output
contention.
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Figure 2.8: Packet loss probability as a function of the number of TWCs,
R, varying the number of input/output fibers N, with M=16 wavelengths
per fiber and load p=0.7.
2.2.2 Scheduling algorithm for SPN
A scheduling algorithm composed by three phases sequentially executed
to control packet forwarding in SPN switches has been proposed in [15].
This scheduling algorithm provides a lower bound of packet loss given
that it allows to forward the maximum number of packets in a time slot.
An example of how the scheduling algorithm works is proposed in figure
2.13. In the first step, packets carried by wavelength j (j = 1, . . . ,M) and
directed to output fiber k (k = 1, . . . , N) are grouped (the corresponding
group is called Ljk). Packets in the same group contend for the same
output channels, while packets on different groups are output contention
free. In the second step one packet from each group (randomly chosen) is
sent without conversion, so the maximum number of packets is forwarded
without conversion. This two steps are the same as in the scheduling
algorithm for SPL switch. In the third step the other packets are sent by
exploiting wavelength conversion (the packet of L31), until there are both
free output channels and available TWCs in the pool.
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Figure 2.9: Packet loss probability as a function of R varying the number
of wavelengths per fiber, with N = 8 input/output fiberss and load per
wavelength p = 0.7.
2.2.3 Analytical model of the packet loss for SPN
The proposed model is based on the following hypothesis:
• independent Bernoulli arrivals on the input wavelengths with prob-
ability p in each time slot;
• arrivals on input wavelengths addressed to output fibers with uni-
form probability 1/N ;
The Bernoulli assumption is general but reasonably accurate. In fact
it has been shown that the assembly process can absorb much of the
correlation existing in the incoming peripheral traffic, e.g. IP traffic [34].
The model is developed taking into account the scheduling algorithm
presented in section 2.2.2. In the proposed model packet loss probability
is evaluated following a tagged incoming packet carried by wavelength j
and directed to output fiber k. Two events lead to packet loss:
• more than M packets are directed to output fiber k, M of them
are sent and the tagged packet is not one of them. Packet loss
probability associated with this event is indicated as Pu.
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Figure 2.10: Throughput on the TWCs and Links as a function of the
number of TWCs, R, in case N=8, M=16 and p=0.3, 0.7.
• more than r packets need conversion, r of them are sent to the
proper output fibers by using TWCs and the tagged packet is not
one of them. Packet loss probability related to this event is indi-
cated as Pbwc.
The expression of the overall packet loss probability Ploss that takes the
two above contributions into account is:
Ploss = Pu + Pb
(
1−
Pu
Pb
)
Pbwc (2.14)
where the second term is the joint probability of Pbwc and Pb
(
1− Pu
Pb
)
.
The latter represents the probability that the tagged packet effectively
requires conversion (joint probability that the tagged packet is blocked
on its wavelength, Pb, and at least one free wavelength on the output
fiber k is available, 1− Pu
Pb
).
The probability Pu that the tagged packet is blocked on the destina-
tion output fiber results in:
Pu =
NM∑
h=M+1
(
1−
M
h
)(
NM − 1
h− 1
)( p
N
)h−1 (
1−
p
N
)NM−h
(2.15)
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Figure 2.11: Throughput on output as a function of the number of TWCs,
R, in case N=8, M=16 and p=0.3, 0.7. This is obtained by the sum of
throughput on the TWCs and Links.
where the probability of h arrivals addressed to destination output fiber
is expressed as the probability of h − 1 arrivals at the other MN − 1
input channels. Loss occurs when there are more than M arrivals and
tagged packet is not among those chosen for transmission.
The probability Pb that the tagged packet is not forwarded into its
wavelengths is given by:
Pb =
N∑
h=2
(
1−
1
h
)(
N − 1
h− 1
)( p
N
)h−1 (
1−
p
N
)N−h
(2.16)
by considering that there are N input fibers and the wavelengths are
replicated in each of them, it is possible to have up to N packet arrivals
directed to the same output fiber and carried by the same wavelength.
As a consequence the load offered to the TWC block by a single
wavelength is:
Awc = pPb
(
1−
Pu
Pb
)
(2.17)
Packet loss probability in the TWC block occurs when there are more
than r conversion requests in the same time slot. The assumption of
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Figure 2.12: Shared-per-node (SPN) switch architecture with N input
and output fibers, M wavelengths per fiber and a limited number r of
TWCs.
NM independent Bernoulli arrivals at the TWC block in a time slot is
made. As a matter of fact this arrivals are not independent and are nega-
tively correlated since, for a switch with N input/output fibers, the total
number of new packets arriving in each time slot at the same wavelength
is no greater than N . As a consequence, each packet addressed to the
output fiber g reduces the likelihood of packets destined for output fiber
k, for g 6= k. In the extreme case, if N packets arrive during a time
slot for a single output fiber g, no packet can arrive for any of the other
output fibers [35], [36]. In [35], the effects of this correlation are shown to
apply only when the load per wavelength is high, otherwise they can be
neglected. In this context the correlation can be omitted, because, when
the load is high, the packet loss due to the lack of TWCs is shadowed
by the contention on output fiber. Further, the effect of this negative
22
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3,1
Figure 2.13: Example of the scheduling algorithm in SPN architecture
with N = 2 input/output fibers, M = 4 wavelengths per fiber, r = 2
TWCs.
correlation decreases when the switching size N increases. Under this
hypothesis, the packet loss probability due to the lack of TWCs, Pbwc, is
calculated as:
Pbwc =
NM∑
h=r+1
(
1−
r
h
)(NM − 1
h− 1
)
(Awc)
h−1 (1− Awc)
NM−h (2.18)
When r = MN (fully equipped architecture), Pbwc = 0 and Ploss = Pu,
the same as the full wavelength conversion case. When r = 0, instead,
Pbwc = 1 and Ploss = Pb, in fact if one packet is blocked on its wavelength,
it is lost because conversion is not possible. This model makes it possible
to find the minimum number of TWCs leading to the same packet loss
as in the full wavelength conversion case.
2.2.4 Numerical results for SPN
In this section analytical (A) and simulation (S) results are compared.
Simulation results, obtained by applying the scheduling algorithm pre-
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sented in section 2.2.2 (which maximizes switch throughput), considers a
confidence interval at 95% less than or equal to 5% of average. The results
are presented as a function of the number of TWCs employed normal-
ized to the number of TWCs in the fully equipped architecture, namely
α = r
NM
. In figure 2.14 PLP is plotted as a function of α, varying the load
per wavelength p, for different switching sizes (M = 8, N = 4, 16, 64).
The figure shows very good agreement between analytical and simulation
results, especially with high switch size. In addition, the same perfor-
mance as fully equipped architecture (α = 1) can be obtained with a lim-
ited number of shared TWCs. Figure 2.15 shows the PLP as a function of
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Figure 2.14: Packet loss probability of the SPN switch architecture as
a function of the normalized number of TWCs, α, varying the load per
wavelength, p, in case M = 8, N = 4, 16, 64. (A) is for analysis and (S)
is for simulation.
α varying the load per wavelength p and the number of wavelengths per
fiber M , for N = 16. Also in this case, analytical and simulation results
exhibit good matching. When the number of wavelength increases, the
packet loss decreases, as expected. Finally, in figure 2.16, Pbwc is plotted
for N = 16,M = 8. When the load is high, the packet loss calculated
with the analysis overestimates the packet loss obtained by simulation,
due to the negative correlation discussed in section 2.2.3. However, in the
evaluation of the packet loss, Ploss, when the load is high and α increases,
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Figure 2.15: Packet loss probability of the SPN switch architecture as
a function of the normalized number of TWCs, α, varying the load per
wavelength, p, in case N = 16,M = 8, 64. (A) is for analysis and (S) is
for simulation.
this difference is hidden by the high packet loss on output fiber, Pu. The
model is slightly less precise when the switching size N is low (N = 4 for
example) and both the number of wavelengths per fiber M and the load
are high. In these cases the packet loss on output fiber is lower and the
effect of negative correlation cannot be neglected.
2.3 Shared-per-wavelength strategy
In the shared-per-wavelength (SPW) concept the TWCs are partitioned
among the wavelengths, so each wavelength of the system has its own pool
of TWCs. A pool dedicated to a particular wavelength is shared among
the packets coming on the same wavelength. Again, the SPW scheme,
a scheduling algorithm, an analytical model to evaluate PLP and results
are presented in sections 2.3.1, 2.3.2, 2.3.3 and 2.3.4 respectively.
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Figure 2.16: Packet loss probability due to the lack of TWCs, Pbwc, as
a function of the normalized number of TWCs, α, varying the load per
wavelength, p, in case N = 16,M = 8. (A) is for analysis and (S) is for
simulation.
2.3.1 SPW scheme
The reference SPW scheme is presented in figure 2.17. It is equipped
with N Input fibers/Output fibers each carrying a WDM signal with M
wavelengths. A multi-fiber version of this concept is presented in [28],
meaning that multiple fibers are available on each input and output in-
terface. Packets arriving at the switch on different fibers on the same
wavelength share the same pool of wavelength converters. M different
pools of rw wavelength converters are considered, for a total amount of
Mrw. The wavelength converters in the same pool have the same in-
put wavelength, so Fixed-input/Tunable-output Wavelength Converters
(FTWCs) are employed. In the rest of the section FTWC are again
simply indicated by TWC, if not differently stated.
This kind of wavelength converters are expected to be simpler with
respect to TTWCs, that makes the SPW architecture worth of interest.
In addition, the SPW concept allows to organize the switch in a less costly
way, given that M small switching fabrics dedicated to each wavelength
can be employed instead of a single large switching fabric needed in the
26
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Figure 2.17: SPW reference architecture with N input and N output
fiber interfaces, M wavelengths per fiber and rw fixed-input/tunable-
output wavelength converters shared-per-wavelength.
SPN and SPL schemes [28].
A packet can be lost either for output contention (not enough wave-
lengths in the destination output interface are available to accommodate
all the packets directed to it) or inability to convert the packet (related
to the lack of TWCs).
2.3.2 Scheduling algorithm for SPW
A proper scheduling algorithm is needed to manage packet forwarding in
SPW switch. The scheduling algorithm proposed in [28] for the multi-
fiber SPW switch can be used also for mono-fiber switch and is here
briefly recalled. This algorithm aims at maximizing the number of pack-
ets forwarded without conversion thus minimizing the number of wave-
length conversion requests in a time slot. In this way, it provides a lower
bound of packet loss probability and is, in this sense, optimal [28]. The
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scheduling algorithm is composed by three steps. Phase 1 is the initial-
ization phase, where the variables used by the algorithm are initialized
and the packets carried by the same wavelength and directed to the same
output fiber are grouped together in the same set. Packets in the same
set contend for the same output channel while packets belonging to dif-
ferent sets are channel contention free. For this reason, in phase 2 one
and only one packet, randomly chosen, from each non-empty set is sent
without conversion. In addition, in this phase the packets lost due to
output contention are evaluated and discarded. Remaining packets, that
are those not lost due to output contention and needing wavelength con-
version, will contend in phase 3 for the available TWCs. In phase 3, up to
rw packets per wavelength, randomly selected, are sent to the TWC pool
dedicated to that wavelength and forwarded by exploiting wavelength
conversion. Remaining packets are those lost due to the lack of TWCs.
It has been demonstrated in [28] that the computational complexity of
phases 2 and 3 are O(NM) and O(NM +Mrw) respectively, so the total
complexity of the SA is O(NM), given that rw < N .
2.3.3 Analytical model of the packet loss for SPW
Here the attention is focused on synchronous optical packet-switched
networks with fixed-size optical packets transferred through the network
using a slotted statistical multiplexing scheme. Bernoulli traffic with
probability p is considered, meaning that at input channels in a time
slot there is a packet arrival with probability p. In a given input chan-
nel, independent arrivals in different time slots are considered due to
the buffer-less nature of the proposed switching architecture. In such
switches, performance are only related to the average load p, i.e. the
correlation between different slots does not impact the performance [23].
Fiber-to-fiber switching is considered meaning that a packet arriving on
an input fiber k and wavelength j could in principle be forwarded to
any output l and wavelength m. Arrivals on different input wavelengths
are independent and are addressed to the output fibers with the same
probability 1/N . Having in mind switch cost and processing optimiza-
tion a first attempt is made to maintain the packet on the same wave-
length to minimize wavelength conversion. An incoming optical packet
is forwarded without conversion if its wavelength is not in use on the
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requested output fiber, otherwise it is forwarded to the output fiber after
wavelength conversion. Packet loss probability is the probability that an
incoming packet on input wavelength j is discarded while it is directed
to output fiber k during a given time slot. Packet loss occurs if one of
the following events occurs:
• the packet loses contention on output fiber because excess pack-
ets require channels on that fiber; the probability of this event is
indicated with Pu;
• the packet needs wavelength conversion, with probability Pb, but
loses contention on wavelength converters because excess packets
require conversion in the same time slot; the probability of this
event is indicated with Pbwc.
By taking into account these two contributions, optical packet loss
can be expressed as
Ploss = Pu + Pb
(
1−
Pu
Pb
)
Pbwc (2.19)
where the first term Pu is the probability that packet is lost because of
output blocking and the second term is the joint probability of Pbwc and
the probability that the packet effectively requires conversion, Pb(1 −
Pu
Pb
). Pb is the probability that the packet is blocked on its wavelength,
and (1 − Pu
Pb
) is the probability that it is not discarded on destination
fiber given that it is blocked on its wavelength. Each of these terms is
calculated in the following.
Packet loss probability Pu is evaluated with infinite wavelength con-
version capability. Let us consider a tagged arrival. For output fiber k
there are up to NM packet arrivals in each time slot but onlyM packets
can be served, so the tagged packet is lost when it is not one of them. It
results in:
Pu =
NM∑
h=M+1
(
1−
M
h
)(
NM − 1
h− 1
)( p
N
)h−1 (
1−
p
N
)NM−h
(2.20)
where the probability of h arrivals is expressed as the probability of h−1
arrivals on input channels (wavelengths) other than the tagged.
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The probability Pb that the tagged packet is blocked on its wavelength
and needs wavelength conversion is given by
Pb =
N∑
h=2
(
1−
1
h
)(
N − 1
h− 1
)( p
N
)h−1 (
1−
p
N
)N−h
(2.21)
since there are N input fibers and up to N packet arrivals from wave-
length j to output fiber k in each time slot.
The TWCs that perform wavelength conversion are organized in rw
blocks. The traffic entering the switch on a given wavelength is forwarded
on simple optical channels if wavelength conversion is not needed, while
it competes for a number of wavelength converters equal to rw ≤ N to
obtain wavelength conversion. Packet loss occurs if the tagged packet
loses contention among packets carried by same wavelength for these rw
wavelength converters. To calculate the probability of this event (packet
blocked by TWCs), the traffic offered to the wavelength converters by a
single wavelength is first calculated as
Awc = pPb
(
1−
Pu
Pb
)
(2.22)
where 1−Pu/Pb takes into account that a packet is sent to the wavelength
converters only if it is not blocked on output.
The final step is the evaluation of packet loss due to the lack of TWCs.
Recalling that there are only rw TWCs dedicated to one wavelength,
packet loss occurs when h > rw arrivals from the same wavelength occurs
at the corresponding TWC pool. Being the same wavelength replicated
in N output fibers, there are up to N arrivals on a TWC pool, each with
probability Awc. If Bernoulli independent arrivals at TWCs is assumed
Pbwc is given by
Pbwc =
N∑
h=rw+1
(
1−
rw
h
)(N − 1
h− 1
)
(Awc)
h−1 (1− Awc)
N−h (2.23)
As a matter of fact the arrivals on TWCs in a given time slot are not
independent and are negatively correlated since, for a switch with N
input/output fibers, the total number of new packets arriving each time
slot in the same wavelength is no larger than N . As a consequence
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each packet addressed to output fiber j reduces the likelihood of packets
destined for output fiber g, for g 6= j. In the extreme case, if N packets
arrive during a time slot for a single output fiber j, no packets arrive
for any of the other output fibers [35], [36]. In [35] it is shown that this
dependence is evident only if the load per wavelength is high, while is
slight when load is low. As a consequence, in this context the correlation
can be omitted, because, when the load is high, the packet loss due to the
lack of TWCs is shadowed by the contention on output fiber. Further,
the effect of this negative correlation decreases when the switching size
N increases.
When rw = N , Ploss = Pu the same loss as full wavelength conversion
case is obtained. When rw = 0, Ploss = Pb the same loss as no conversion
case is obtained, since, in this case, the packet blocked on its wavelength
is lost because no conversion is possible.
2.3.4 Numerical results for SPW
Numerical results are carried out using both analysis and simulation.
Simulation results are obtained by applying scheduling algorithm pro-
posed in section 2.3.2, with confidence interval at 95% less than or equal
to the 5% of the mean. The proposed analytical model is validated
against and simulation results. The availability of such an accurate model
can be very useful to obtain results when switch configuration leads to
very low PLP, in ranges where simulation is hardly used to provide re-
sults.
Figures 2.18 and 2.19 show comparisons between simulation and an-
alytical results for the SPW switch, with Bernoulli input traffic. PLP as
a function of the number of TWCs per wavelength rw is plotted, in the
case N = 64, M = 8 and N = 20, M = 80 respectively. In the first case,
with a few (M = 8) wavelengths per fiber, the PLP is dominated by
output blocking in all regions of the graphs, and analytical results show
very good agreement with simulation. In the second case, with higher
number of wavelengths (M = 80), the output blocking is lower and, with
high load, analysis overestimates simulation in the region where loss due
to the lack of TWCs is high with respect to that due to output blocking.
This is due to the independence assumption on the number of conversion
requests in different OFs made in the evaluation of loss due to the lack
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Figure 2.18: Comparison between analytical and simulation results for
SPW switch with Bernoulli traffic on input. PLP is shown as a function
of the number of TWC blocks, varying load, in the case N = 64, M = 8.
of TWCs, Pbwc. Anyway, the difference is not too high and, given that
the model leads to an overestimation, it can be used to dimension the
switch as a worst case. In fact the asymptotic values of PLP are exactly
evaluated by the model.
2.4 Comparison among SPL, SPN, SPW
In this section the three proposed schemes are compared in terms of per-
formance (PLP) and complexity (number of main optical components).
The SPN scheme represents the perfect sharing, given that any TWCs
are shared among any packets. In SPL the TWCs are partitioned among
N fibers, and each TWC pool is shared by the packets directed to the
same output fiber, that are on average M . Instead, in SPW the TWCs
are partitioned among the M wavelengths. The TWC pool dedicated to
a wavelength is shared by N input channels (those related to the that
wavelength on the input fibers). For this reason, the SPL scheme is more
effective in solve contention when N is low and M is high. In fact in this
case the TWCs are partitioned in few groups each shared by a relevant
number of packets. On the contrary the SPW scheme performs better
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Figure 2.19: Comparison between analytical and simulation results for
MS-SPW switch with Bernoulli traffic on input. PLP is shown as a
function of the number of TWC blocks, varying load, in the case N = 20,
M = 80.
when N is high and M is low, for the same reason. This is confirmed by
observing figures 2.20 and 2.21 where the PLP obtained with SPL, SPN,
SPW schemes is plotted, for different values of load (p=0.3, 0.5 and 0.8),
in case N = 32, M = 8 and N = 8, M = 32 respectively. The PLP
is plotted as a function of the total number of TWCs employed. In the
first figure, where N > M , the PLP obtained with SPL switch is far to
the one of the SPN switch, while the PLP obtained with SPW is nearer.
In the second one, the PLP of SPL is lower than the one of SPW switch,
that is far from the one of SPN.
All the schemes lead to the same asymptotic value of PLP, related
to the output blocking, but the minimum number of TWCs needed to
reach this asymptote differ for SPN, SPL and SPW. The number of
TWCs needed is related to the switch dimensioning. For all switch di-
mensioning, the SPN requires the lower number of TWCs. The higher
N with respect toM , the higher the additional number of TWCs needed
for SPL scheme with respect to SPN. Instead, in this situation the addi-
tional number for SPW scheme is lower. The opposite is obtained when
N is low with respect to M .
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Figure 2.20: Comparison of SPL, SPN and SPW schemes, PLP as a
function of the total number of TWCs varying load in case N = 32,
M = 8.
Some considerations about the complexity of each scheme can be done.
All schemes rely on strictly non-blocking space switching matrices with
large size. The SPL scheme does not require any additional complex-
ity with respect to the fully equipped architecture (equipped with one
TWC for each output channel), while SPN and SPW schemes requires
additional complexity to reach the shared TWCs and to connect them to
the output fibers. This additional complexity is proportional to the total
number of TWCs. In particular, as can be seen from figures 2.20 and
2.21, the SPW scheme requires a higher number of TWCs with respect to
the SPN, so its complexity in terms of optical components is higher. On
the other hand, the SPW scheme takes advantage by employing fixed-
input/tunable-output TWCs, that are simpler to be implemented than
tunable-input ones. In particular, in this work the space switching fab-
rics are considered as implemented by means of Semiconductor Optical
Amplifiers (SOAs) used as optical gates. In fact SOAs used as gates
present good properties, as very low switching time (in the range of few
nanoseconds) and high extinction ratio. The number of SOAs needed for
a switching fabric is given by the number of crossing point of the fabric.
By observing figure 2.2 it can be deduced that the size of the switching
fabric is NM × NM so the complexity in terms of SOAs of the SPL
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Figure 2.21: Comparison of SPL, SPN and SPW schemes, PLP as a
function of the total number of TWCs varying load in case N = 8,
M = 32.
scheme results in:
NSPLSOA = (NM)
2 (2.24)
From figure 2.12 the size of the two switching fabrics needed in the SPN
scheme results in NM × (NM + r) and r × N(M − 1) respectively, so
the total number of SOAs is:
NSPNSOA = NM(NM + r) + rN(M − 1) = (NM)
2 + rN(2M − 1) (2.25)
Finally by observing figure 2.17, the SPW scheme needs M switching
fabrics with size N × (N + rw) and an additional fabric with size Mrw ×
N(M − 1) so the number of SOAs is:
NSPWSOA =MN(N + rW ) +MrwN(M − 1) =M(N
2 +NMrw) (2.26)
To reduce the complexity, practical implementations where strictly non-
blocking matrices are replaced by simpler switching fabrics have to be
defined. In this sense, the SPL scheme is not so easy to be defined, due
to the fact that each TWC in an output interface should be reached from
whatever incoming packet. In chapter 3 a practical implementation of the
SPW concept is presented, while in chapter 4 practical implementations
of both SPW and SPN schemes are presented for multi-fiber switches.
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Chapter 3
Multi-stage SPW switch
In this chapter, a buffer-less multi-stage switch architecture, that is a
practical implementation of the SPW concept, is presented. The multi-
stage architecture allows to overcome limitations of single-stage optical
cross-connects, which require either a large number of space switching
elements or tunable wavelength converters that are tuned over a large
number of wavelength channels [37]. Both these approaches do not scale
easily in terms of capacity. The multi-stage architecture is implemented
by optical components that are expected to be feasible in the near future
[4]. It is based on wavelength selectors to implement the switching fabrics
and on wavelength converters to solve contention. The detail of the
architecture are presented in section 3.1.
A suitable scheduling algorithm to control packet forwarding by as-
signing switch resources on a time slot basis to incoming optical packets
and resolve contentions is presented in section 3.2. In this section the
need of heuristic scheduling algorithm to control the multi-stage archi-
tecture is discussed and a limited complexity solution is proposed. Dis-
cussions about traffic assumptions and analytical models are presented in
section 3.3, while performance and complexity of multi-stage architecture
are discussed in section 3.4.
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3.1 Multi-stage shared-per-wavelength
architecture
In this section the multi-stage implementation of the SPW scheme, called
MS-SPW (Multi-Stage Shared-Per-Wavelength), is presented. It employs
fast optical technology such as tunable transmitters and switching gates
with tuning speed within the fraction of a microsecond, splitters, cou-
plers, MUX/DEMUXes (see figure 3.1) that are expected to mature in
the near future, as demonstrated in [4]. The proposed MS-SPW switch
TWC
SOA
1:K Splitter K:1 Coupler
1:K K:1
DemuxMux
1:MM:1
EDFA
Wavelength 
Selector (WS)
Figure 3.1: Optical components used in the implementation of the multi-
stage SPW architecture.
is presented in figure 3.2. This switching matrix is equipped with N sin-
gle fiber input/ output interfaces (II/OIs), each carryingM wavelengths,
and is organized as a space-lambda-space (S-λ-S) architecture. In par-
ticular the S-stages rely on Wavelength Selectors (WSs), which consist of
two grating Mux/Demuxes (or any device with equivalent functionality)
in tandem separated by an array of M optical devices (each dedicated to
one wavelength) which are able to operate as a ON/OFF gates (figure
3.1). The gate array of a WS can be implemented with Semiconductor
Optical Amplifiers (SOAs) used as optical gates or with Micro-Electro-
Mechanical Systems (MEMS) technology. In this work SOAs are consid-
ered given that they provide high extinction ratio and switching time in
the order of few nanoseconds and their technology is quite mature.
The first and third S-stages are identical and exploit the broadcast-
and-select principle, as reported previously in [39], [40] and extensively
considered in literature. The principle of operation is the following:
at each node input, after optical amplification by means of an EDFA
(Erbium-Doped Fiber Amplifier), a power coupler is used to generate
multiple copies of the multi-wavelength bundle of channels entering the
node. The power coupler might have N +1 outlets where one outlet per
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Figure 3.2: Multi-Stage Shared-Per-Wavelength (MS-SPW) switching
node architecture with N = 3 input/output fiber interfaces, M = 4
wavelengths per fiber and rw blocks of M TWCs shared per wavelength.
incoming fiber is reserved for a local drop, while N copies per input fiber
are directed to a group of N WSs (only the N outlets for the transit
traffic are shown in the figure). At the output side, the WSs are inter-
connected by means of a N : 1 power combiner so that only one WS
from an input fiber can be coupled to the same output power combiner.
Again, there might be N + 1 branches in the coupler to serve for local
add.
Switching is achieved when the optical device is turned to the on-
state, letting the wavelength pass through, whilst, when a particular
wavelength must not appear on a particular output fiber, the ’gate’
is switched to the off-state, blocking further propagation of the wave-
length. The on-off ratio of the gate determines the level of in-band/out-
of-band crosstalk. In [40] detailed information about this architecture is
given. Since the architecture belongs to the broadcast-and-select family
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of switching fabrics it easily allows broadcasting and multicasting.
The intermediate stage (λ) represents the conversion stage and con-
sists of rw TWC blocks with M TWCs each and N − rw simple optical
fibers with M fixed optical channels between the two S-stages. In a
TWC block, each TWC serves a different wavelength, so that the total
number of TWCs dedicated to each wavelength is rw, as in the SPW
general scheme. Incoming packets on the same wavelength j (up to N)
can be forwarded without wavelength conversion in the N − rw chan-
nels related to j on the optical fibers or exploit the rw TWCs placed
in different blocks. When some TWC blocks are removed and replaced
with optical fibers, the cost of the switch drops but blocking rate in-
creases. The optimum number of TWC blocks results from evaluating
this cost-performance trade-off.
The outputs of the wavelength converters belonging to a block are
interfaced to the λ-module. This module can be physically constructed
from a variety of devices/sub-systems e.g. a) an M : 1 power coupler
b) an M × K passive AWG router and K : 1 coupler c) an M × M
passive router and an array of M fixed wavelength converters followed
by a grating multiplexer. The role of the λ-module is to group all the M
wavelengths to a single fiber. Although the options (a-c) are identical in
terms of logical performance, their physical layer performance is radically
different. Further, the cost difference between these three options is
significant.
By comparing the MS-SPW (figure 3.2) and the SPW (figure 2.17)
architectures, it is possible to observe that the ’conceptual’ differences
between them are represented by:
• number of optical channels. In SPW, there are M optical channels
dedicated to each output fiber. Any channel can be used to forward
a packet, independently of the wavelength of the packet. A total
amount of NM optical channels is available. In MS-SPW, there
are N−rw shared optical fibers, for a total amount of N−rw shared
channels per wavelength. (N − rw)M channels are available for the
whole architecture.
• organization of the TWCs. In SPW the rw TWCs dedicated to a
wavelength are grouped in a single pool. In MS-SPW the TWCs
are partitioned in rw blocks of M TWCs; each TWC in a block is
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dedicated to one specific wavelength. In both cases, packets on the
same wavelength can exploit up to rw TWCs, for a total amount
of Mrw TWCs in the whole architecture.
• packet grooming. In SPW packets at the output of the TWC pools
are directly sent to the proper output fibers using a strictly non-
blocking space switching fabrics. In MS-SPW the wavelengths at
the output of each TWC block are grouped in a single fiber. This
can limit the possibility to find a matching wavelength to forward
the packet (i. e. two packets in the same TWC block cannot
be converted to the same wavelength even if they are directed to
different output fibers).
In section 3.4 impact of packet grooming on loss performance will
be shown. In any case it strongly influence the design of the scheduling
algorithm, as will be thoughroghly discussed in section 3.2. Similar con-
sideration will be done regarding the different number of optical channels.
A space equivalent of the proposed architecture is presented in figure
3.3, for N = 3 input and output fibers, M = 4 wavelengths per fiber and
rw = 1 TWC blocks [41]. This logical scheme helps in understanding
contention occurrences and in defining a proper scheduling algorithm
that optimizes resource utilization. It is composed by 3 stages, being the
first and the third stages symmetrical and consisting of M N ×N cross-
bars, each one representing contention on the same wavelength. The
intermediate stage is equivalent to rw M × M cross-bars and N − rw
groups of M simple channels. As can be seen from the figure, when
fiber-to-fiber switching is considered, meaning that a packet arriving on
an input fiber k and wavelength j could be forwarded to any output l and
wavelength m, the fully equipped architecture (rw = N) is rearrangeable
non-blocking [42]. More, by observing figure 3.3 it is possible to see that
a packet carried by a generic wavelength λi can exploit N−rw = 2 optical
channels and rw = 1 TWCs. In this situation, if three packets carried by
λi are addressed to the same output fiber k, one packet is sent on optical
channels without wavelength conversion, one packet is sent to a TWC
and one packet is lost because no further TWC block is available for
wavelength conversion. When the number of TWC blocks rw increases,
the number of optical fibers N − rw decreases, so that if rw is high, it
41
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Figure 3.3: Space equivalent of multi-stage architecture with N = 3
input/output fiber interfaces, M = 4 wavelengths per fiber and rw = 1
block of TWCs.
is possible that some packets that do not need conversion cannot exploit
optical channels and must use TWCs even if they do not need conversion.
3.2 Scheduling algorithm for MS-SPW
The proposed scheduling algorithm aim at obtaining packet loss prob-
ability near to the one obtained with SPW switch managed with the
’optimal’ scheduling algorithm (in the sense that it provides minimum
PLP) presented in section 2.3.2. With respect to this scheduling algo-
rithm, a computational complexity increases is in any case needed by the
multi-stage architecture and the particular organization of the TWCs.
Scheduling algorithms to manage MS-SPW architecture are presented
in [38]. The reasons of computational complexity increase are discussed
before describing possible scheduling algorithm implementation for MS-
SPW.
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3.2.1 Multi-stage organization: impact on
the scheduling algorithm
The MS-SPW introduces two main constraints with respect to the SPW
architecture, that are the limited number (N − rw) of optical fibers con-
necting input to output interfaces and the packet grooming at the output
of each TWC block.
Due to the limited number of fibers N − rw, only N − rw packets per
wavelength can be forwarded by the second stage without wavelength
conversion. When the number of packets in a particular wavelength is
h > N − rw, N − rw packets can be sent without conversion, while
h − (N − rw) of them must be sent by the TWCs dedicated to that
wavelength, each in a different block.
The packet grooming at the TWC outputs makes the definition of an
optimal SA not straightforward.
In fact a packet coming on wavelength k and addressed to OI i could
not be forwarded in a given TWC block j even if the TWC dedicated
to k is free in that block. At least one of the free wavelengths on the
destination OI i should be free also on output of block j to forward the
packet. However, these wavelengths may be already in use to forward
packets directed to different OIs, as shown in figure 3.4. The figure shows
a possible contention situation during the execution of a generic SA. In
the figure only a sub-set of the MS-SPW space equivalent is represented,
that is an optical fiber a, a TWC block j and three generic OIs involved
in the actual packet forwarding. Contention situation on TWC block j is
shown. Suppose that the SA have already scheduled 4 packets: a packet
on wavelength 1 directed to OI i is forwarded without conversion in the
optical fiber a, a packet on wavelength 1 directed to OI f is forwarded
in the TWC block j and converted to wavelength 2, two packets directed
to OI h are forwarded in the TWC block j, the first one on wavelength
2 is converted to wavelength 4, while the second one on wavelength 4 is
converted to wavelength 3. Now, the SA must decide how to schedule a
new packet carried by wavelength 3 and directed to OI i. This packet
cannot be forwarded by exploiting the TWC block j, even if the TWC
dedicated to wavelength 3 is free (see the dotted line in the figure). In
fact, the packet could only be converted to the wavelength 1 (given that
the other wavelengths on output of block j are already assigned) but this
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Figure 3.4: Example of the effect of packet grooming in the packet for-
warding. The packet carried by wavelength k = 3 and directed to OI i
cannot be forwarded in the TWC block j given that there are not any
wavelength free in both the OI i and on output of block j.
wavelength is already in use on the OI i, to forward the packet that does
not need conversion.
This example helps in understanding that a packet requiring con-
version can be forwarded in a particular TWC block if and only if the
intersection between the set of free wavelengths on the destination OI
and the set of free wavelengths on the output of that TWC block is
not empty. When this situation is not satisfied, the packet has to be
forwarded in a different TWC block.
In the multi-stage MS-SPW architecture a free TWC does not assure
that a packet can be converted and forwarded, differently from the SPW.
The packet grooming effect limits the possibility to forward the packet in
some TWC blocks. This condition leads to a double matching problem
in bipartite graphs [43], where the first matching problem maximizes the
number of packets allowed to exploit the TWC, and the second matching
problem maximizes the number of packets forwarded by exploiting the
TWC blocks. The computational complexity of this solution is very high
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and a SA based on the double matching problem may be unfeasible within
the time slot size used in optical packet switching. For this reason an
heuristic SA with lower computational complexity is proposed.
3.2.2 Overview of the scheduling algorithm
for MS-SPW
The philosophy behind the definition of the SA for MS-SPW is similar
to the one proposed for the general SPW architecture and described
in section 2.3.2, but it works accordingly to both the limited number of
optical fibers in the second stage and the packet grooming at the output of
each TWC block. The proposed SA is composed by three different phases
executed sequentially in each time slot. In phase 1 variables and sets used
in the SA are initialized. In phase 2 packets not requiring conversion are
scheduled and packets lost due to output blocking are discarded. In
phase 3 packets needing conversion are scheduled and packets lost due
to conversion inability are discarded. In this phase, when a packet must
be converted the TWC blocks are sequentially scanned and, as soon as
a TWC block available to forward the packet is found, the packet is
scheduled. A packet is lost when either a) no more TWCs dedicated
to its wavelength are available or b) the TWC blocks where the TWC
dedicated to that wavelength is free have been scheduled without finding
one of them able to forward the packet.
Before giving the details of the SA for the MS-SPW architecture a
proper nomenclature is introduced:
• Si,k (i = 1, · · · , N), (k = 1, · · · ,M) is the set containing the couples
(b, k), where b is a packet carried by wavelength k and directed to
OI i. The information related to the wavelength is needed in phase
2 of the SA;
• oi,k (i = 1, · · · , N), (k = 1, · · · ,M) is the channel corresponding to
wavelength k on the OI i;
• zj,k (j = 1, · · · , rw), (k = 1, · · · ,M) is the channel corresponding
to wavelength k on output of the TWC block j;
• Λi (i = 1, · · · , N) is the set containing the free channels on the OI
i. The maximum cardinality of this set is M ;
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• NACi (Not Assigned Channel) (i = 1, · · · , N) represents the num-
ber of channels not already assigned on the OI i. Note that this
value differs from the cardinality of Λi. In fact, a channel is re-
moved from Λi only when that channel is scheduled for a given
packet, while NACi is decremented by one when a given packet is
considered for the transmission on the OI i but it is not scheduled
for a given channel yet;
• Wj (j = 1, · · · , rw) is the set containing the free channels on output
of the TWC block j. The maximum cardinality of this set is M ;
• Si (i = 1, · · · , N) is the set containing all packets directed to OI i
and not forwarded without conversion;
• Ψi,k (i = 1, · · · , N), (k = 1, · · · ,M) is the set containing the pack-
ets b directed to the OI i that must be converted;
• Cjk (k = 1, · · · ,M), (j = 1, · · · , rw) represents the TWC dedicated
to wavelength k in the j-th TWC block.
• Γk (k = 1, · · · ,M) is the set of free TWCs dedicated to wavelength
k. At each time slot, it is initialized as containing all TWCs Cjk (j =
1, · · · , rw), then it is updated by the SA. The maximum cardinality
of this set is rw;
• Pk (k = 1, · · · ,M) is a counter where is stored the number of
packets carried by wavelength k that have been already scheduled;
In phase 1 packets coming from the same wavelength k and directed to
the same destination OI i are collected in the set Si,k (i = 1, · · · , N),
(k = 1, · · · ,M). Each set Λi (i = 1, · · · , N) is initialized as containing
all the wavelength channels oi,k (k = 1, · · · ,M) of the OI i and NACi)
is initialized to M . Each set Ψi,k (i = 1, · · · , N), (k = 1, · · · ,M) is
initialized as empty. Γk (k = 1, · · · ,M) is initialized as containing all
the TWCs Cjk (j = 1, · · · , rw) in the different rw TWC blocks. The first
element of Γk, C
1
k , correspond to the TWC dedicated to k in the first
block, and so on.
The phases 2 and 3 of the SA, are described in sections 3.2.3 and
3.2.4, respectively.
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3.2.3 Scheduling algorithm description: phase 2
The flow-chart of phase 2 is illustrated in figure 3.5. In this phase the
k = 1
Select randomly a couple (b, k)   Si,k
Schedule  the packet b on the output channel oi,k
Si,k =  Si,k – { (b, k) } and Λi = Λi – { oi,k }
NACi = NACi – 1
Pk = Pk + 1
if (Pk ≤ N – B)
remove the channel k from the fiber Pk
if (Pk > N – B)      {
j = Pk – (N – B)
Γk = Γk – { Cjk }
Wj = Wj – zj,k }
Si,k ≠ {Ø}
yes
k ≤ Myes
no
k = k + 1
no
Si = Uk Si,k
Si ≠{Ø} & NACi> 0no
yes
Select randomly a couple (b ,k)  Si
Ψi, k = Ψi, k+ {b}
Si = Si – {(b, k)}, NACi = NACi – 1
i = 1
i = i + 1
i ≤ N
yes
noPhase 3
∈
∈
Figure 3.5: Scheduling algorithm for MS-SPW architecture: phase 2
packets forwarded without conversion are scheduled, and those lost due
to output blocking (lack of free wavelength on the destination OI) are
discarded. The OIs are considered starting from the OI 1 to the OI N ,
and the wavelengths of each OI are sequentially scanned, starting from
wavelength 1 to M . When wavelength k on the OI i is considered a
packet b randomly selected from Si,k (if Si,k is not empty) is scheduled
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for the channel oi,k belonging to Λi. The packet b is removed from Si,k,
NACi is decremented by one given that a packet has been assigned to a
channel on OI i. More, oi,k is removed from Λi given that the packet b has
been scheduled for this channel. Finally, the counter Pk is incremented
by one given that a packet carried by wavelength k has been scheduled.
If the number of packets carried by wavelength k that have been already
scheduled is less than or equal to the number of fibers in the second stage
(Pk ≤ N−rw) the packet is sent in the wavelength channel k on the fiber
Pk. In this way, the fibers are sequentially exploited.
When Pk > N − rw, no more wavelength channel dedicated to k
is available on the fibers. In this case the packet is sent to the TWC
block even if it does not need conversion. The TWC used to forward
the packet is Cjk, with j = Pk − (N − rw). C
j
k is no longer available
on the j-th TWC block, so Cjk is removed from Γk. More, the channel
associated to wavelength k on output of the TWC block j (zj,k) is no
longer available (the packet is forwarded without conversion), so zj,k is
removed from Wj. After the packet is scheduled and switching resources
assigned, next wavelength is considered.
When all theM wavelengths on the OI i have been considered, in the
second part of this phase, the SA chooses which packets have to be for-
warded with conversion and which are lost due to output blocking. Note
that in this phase the SA evaluates, for each OI i, which packets have to
be forwarded exploiting wavelength conversion, but it cannot assign an
output wavelength channel (belonging to Λi) to these packets. This is
due to the limits imposed by the packet grooming. The output channel
assignment is left to the phase 3 of the SA.
The remaining packets destined to the OI i, after that those forwarded
without conversion have been scheduled, are collected in the set Si ob-
tained by the union of the sets Si,k for (k = 1, · · · ,M). After that,
while both Si is not empty and at least one output channel is available
(NACi > 0), a couple (b, k) belonging to Si is randomly chosen and the
packet b is stored in the set Ψi,k. This set contains the packets directed to
OI i and carried by wavelength k that must be wavelength shifted. The
couple (b, k) is removed from Si and the number of channels available
on the destination OI i is decremented by one (NACi − 1). If NACi
becomes equal to 0 and there are remaining packets in Si, these packets
are discarded due to output blocking on the OI i.
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The set Ψi,k contains the packets that are not forwarded without
conversion and that are not lost due to output contention, those that
must be effectively forwarded by exploiting wavelength conversion.
The sets Ψi,k will be used in phase 3 to evaluate which packets may
be forwarded and which are lost due to the incapability to convert the
packet. The computational complexity of phase 2 is O(NM), as in the
SA for the SPW, given that in the worst case the number of operations
needed for each OI is proportional to the number of the output channels,
M .
3.2.4 Scheduling algorithm description: phase 3
In phase 3, the packets forwarded with conversion are scheduled and the
remaining ones are discarded due to conversion inability. Conversion in-
ability is related to either lack of TWCs or packet grooming. To assure
fairness among the OIs, the SA starts the evaluation from the OI i indi-
cated by a round robin counter RRF (modulo N). Then, the other fibers
are cyclically considered, from the i+1 to the i− 1. For each OI the SA
scans cyclically the wavelengths starting from the wavelength k indicated
by a round robin counter RRW (modulo M). RRF is incremented by
one at each time slot while RRW is incremented by one when RRF = 0,
every N time slots.
The flow chart of the phase 3 is presented in figure 3.6. When wavelength
k on OI i is considered, until Ψi,k is not empty and Γk is not empty, the
SA exploits sequentially the TWC blocks to forward the packets belong-
ing to Ψi,k. A counter n is used to scan the set Γk in order to find the
first TWC block where it is possible to forward a packet. n is initialized
to 1 every time a new set Ψi,k is considered. When a TWC block j to
transmit the packet is found, the packet is scheduled and Cjk is removed
from Γk.
The algorithm tries to employ the blocks sequentially, but some blocks
are used out of order. For this reason, the n-th element of Γk is in general
Cjk with j 6= n. When a block j where C
j
k is free is found, the SA looks for
a free wavelength in Λi∩Wj. If at least one wavelength is found, a packet
randomly chosen from Ψi,k is scheduled for the first free wavelength h
belonging to Λi ∩Wj. The packet is removed from Ψi,k, the channels oi,h
and zj,h are removed from Λi andWj, respectively, and the n−th element
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k = RRW
k’ = k
k = k’
yes
nok = (k+1)mod M
EXIT
i = RRF
i’ = i
n=n+1
n ≤ | Γk |
yes
Select randomly a packet b Ψi,k
Select the first channel h     Λi Wj
Schedule packet b for channel h
Λi = Λi – {oi,h}
Wj = Wj – {zj,h}
Γk = Γk – {Cjk}
Ψi,k= Ψi,k – {b}
Γk ≠ {Ø} & Ψi,k ≠ {Ø}
yes
i = (i+1)mod N
i = i’
yes
n = 1
Λi Wj ≠ {Ø}no
yes
no
no
no
RRF = (RRF+1) mod N
If (RRF == 0)
RRW = (RRW+1) mod M
Select the n-th TWC  {Cjk}     Γk∈
∈
∈
∩
∩
Figure 3.6: Scheduling algorithm for MS-SPW architecture: phase 3
(Cjk) is removed from Γk. Then, another packet from Ψi,k is considered.
n is not updated given that for the next packet belonging to Ψi,k, the
first available TWC is placed again in the n-th position of Γk.
Instead, when the packet cannot be forwarded in a particular block j
(Wj ∩Λi = ⊘), n is incremented by one so that the next element of Γk is
considered. When Ψi,k becomes empty or all the element of Γk have been
considered without find a block to forward a packet, the next wavelength
is considered. When all the wavelengths of an OI have been scanned,
next OI is considered. When all OIs have been considered, the SA ends.
If all packets could be accommodated in the first scanned block, the
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same complexity as for the SA of SPW architecture, O(NM + Mrw),
will be obtained. But, in MS-SPW the TWC blocks have to be scanned
in order to forward a packet. This makes the computational complexity
evaluation of the phase 3 a not trivial problem.
The most unlucky packets scans all blocks and, anyway, could not be
forwarded. Anyway, it has been evaluated by simulation that the largest
part of packets are sent in the first considered TWC block. More, also
for the others, a few cycles are enough to find a block available to for-
ward them. The complexity increase due to the scansion is evaluated by
simulation, in the worst case, that is load p = 1 and number of TWC
blocks rw = N (fully equipped architecture). The number of blocks
scanned to forward is counted for each packet and added to a counter
BC. This number is divided by the number of packets needing conver-
sion (PC =
∑N
i=1
∑M
k=1 Ψi,k). The obtained value represents the average
number of cycles needed for each packet, and the values obtained for dif-
ferent switch configurations are presented in the table 3.1. In the SA for
the SPW architecture (a sort of reference scheduling) the average number
of cycles is equal to one, given that a packet is forwarded if a TCW is
available, without any additional cycles. It can be seen that the num-
M
4 8 16 32 64
4 1.1416 1.0903 1.0526 1.0283 1.0142
8 1.3223 1.2383 1.1557 1.0935 1.0525
16 1.5267 1.4054 1.2834 1.1833 1.1117
N
32 1.7863 1.5955 1.4275 1.2942 1.1940
Table 3.1: Average number of cycles per packet for different switch con-
figurations, in the case p = 1, rw = N (worst case).
ber of cycles needed decreases as the number of wavelengths increases.
It means that the complexity of the SA does not increase as the num-
ber of wavelength increases, on the contrary the higher is the number of
wavelength, the lower is the additional complexity with respect to the
SPW architecture algorithm. When the number of input/output fibers
increases, the number of cycles needed increases, the difference is smooth,
in fact if N = 4, M = 8 the number of cycles per packet is 1.0903 while
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when N = 32, M = 8 the number of cycles per packet is 1.5955.
In conclusion, the SA for the MF-SPW architecture has a computa-
tional complexity that is slightly higher than the SPW, but it is in the
same magnitude of order, given by O(NM +Mrw) = O(NM).
3.3 Traffic assumption and blocking
analysis for MS-SPW
Two main different traffic assumptions are considered regarding the ar-
rivals on switch input channels:
• Bernoulli arrivals, meaning that arrivals in different slots are inde-
pendent and characterized by the average arrival rate p
• Admissible traffic, meaning that arrivals are still characterized by
mean p but no more than M packets arrive in a slot for the same
output fiber
Bernoulli traffic can be considered as representative of the traffic in
connection-less optical packet-switched networks as the result of statis-
tical multiplexing of an high number of optical packets.
In a given input channel, independent arrivals in different time slots
are considered due to the buffer-less nature of the proposed switching ar-
chitecture. In such switches, performance are only related to the average
load p, i.e. the correlation between different slots does not impact the
performance [23].
Admissible traffic could, on the other hand, be considered as the result
of the admission operation performed on optical packets that makes the
traffic at each node to avoid switch output overbooking in each time
slot, that is no more than M packets are admitted on the same output
interface. Anyway also admissible traffic needs wavelength conversion to
resolve contention in the wavelength domain and could run into switch
internal blocking due to switch resource unavailability. Admissible traffic
is useful to evaluate packet loss due to the unavailability of internal re-
sources when the architecture is controlled with the proposed scheduling
algorithm. For both kinds of traffic fiber-to-fiber switching is considered.
The model proposed for the SPW architecture in section 2.3.3 can be
used to evaluate performance of the MS-SPW architecture with Bernoulli
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input traffic, as will be shown in section 3.4. In fact, both the packet
grooming and the limited number of optical fibers does not affect signifi-
cantly the performance of the MS-SPW (see 3.4), when the proposed SA
is applied, with respect to the SPW. More, note that the packet groom-
ing is extremely hard to be analytically treated. This model for the SPW
switch with Bernoulli input traffic is here extended to consider admissible
traffic.
Analytical model with admissible traffic.
When admissible traffic is considered, no more thanM packets addressed
to the same output port arrive in a time slot. In this situation, the ar-
chitecture is output contention free, so the term Pu evaluated in formula
(2.20) becomes 0. Also, no more than M packets can arrive on the same
wavelength addressed to the same output fiber, given that for the same
output fiber there are maximum M packet arrivals in total. The traffic
offered to the TWCs by a single output wavelength is evaluated by tak-
ing into account the constraint of maximum M packets addressed to the
tagged output fiber. The expression of Awc results in:
Awc = pPb
M∑
h=0
(
NM
h
)( p
N
)h (
1−
p
N
)NM−h
(3.1)
By considering independent arrivals at the TWC blocks, Pbwc can be
calculated by (2.23) and the final expression of the packet loss with ad-
missible traffic is obtained by imposing Pu = 0 in (2.19):
Ploss = PbPbwc (3.2)
where the expression of Pb is evaluated taking in account the maximum
number of packets carried by the same wavelength and directed to the
same output fiber, that is min{N,M}. In addition, a normalizing factor
is introduced, so that Pb is given by:
Pb =
∑min{N,M}
h=2
(
1− 1
h
) (
N−1
h−1
) (
p
N
)h−1 (
1− p
N
)N−h∑min{N,M}
h=2
(
N
h
) (
p
N
)h (
1− p
N
)N−h (3.3)
In this case the independence assumption is less accurate than for
Bernoulli traffic, due to the finite set of arrivals according to the ad-
mission procedure that enhance correlations as will be shown in model
validation.
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3.4 Numerical results for MS-SPW
Numerical results are carried out using both analysis and simulation.
Simulation results are obtained with confidence interval at 95% less than
or equal to the 5% of the mean for both MS-SPW and SPW architec-
ture. These results, obtained by applying the SAs presented in sections
3.2 and 2.3.2 for MS-SPW and SPW respectively, are used to compare
MS-SPW and SPW in both performance (3.4.1) and complexity (3.4.2)
perspectives. Then, in section 3.4.3 the analytical models proposed in
sections 2.3.3 and 3.3 for Bernoulli and admissible traffic respectively are
validated against simulation.
3.4.1 Performance comparison for MS-SPW
and SPW
The two architectures are compared in terms of PLP. The optimal SA
(providing minimum packet loss) is applied to manage packet forwarding
in the SPW switch. For this reason, results concerning SPW provide a
lower bound of PLP obtainable with MS-SPW switch, and represent, in
this sense, a sort of reference. As a consequence performance of MS-SPW
architecture cannot be better than SPW switch performance, indepen-
dently of the SA employed. The SA proposed in section 3.2 aims at
obtaining performance close to that of the SPW switch.
In figure 3.7 SPW and MS-SPW switches are compared with Bernoulli
input traffic. The PLP as a function of the number of TWC blocks rw,
varying the load is plotted, for N = 64, M = 8. As can be seen in
figure 3.7, MS-SPW switch provides performance very close to the one
of the SPW architecture. Also, the PLP presents asymptotic values
when the number of TWC blocks increases, which is determined by loss
due to output contention. For this reason, the same packet loss as fully
equipped switch can be obtained with a limited number of TWCs. Figure
3.8 shows the same comparison in with higher number of wavelength
N = 20, M = 80 which is representative of the fact that the number of
wavelengths is expected to increase. Also in this case, the two switches
provide quite the same performance and the asymptotic values of PLP
are achieved by increasing rw (note that when the number of wavelengths
is higher, the asymptotic values of PLP rapidly decreases, due to the
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Figure 3.7: Comparison between packet loss probability of SPW and MS-
SPW switches with Bernoulli traffic on input. Packet loss as a function
of the number of TWC blocks rw, varying load is plotted, in the case
N = 64, M = 8.
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Figure 3.8: Comparison between packet loss probability of SPW and
MS-SPW switches for Bernoulli traffic on input. Packet loss is shown as
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N = 20, M = 80.
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Figure 3.9: Comparison between packet loss probability of SPW and MS-
SPW switches for admissible traffic on input. Packet loss is shown as a
function of the number of TWC blocks, varying load, in the case N = 64,
M = 8.
advantage of statistical multiplexing to solve output blocking). Only a
slight difference in the region where the asymptotic values of PLP is
not achieved can be observed, when load is high. With Bernoulli input
traffic, the packet loss is dominated by output contention, so the effect of
packet grooming is negligible and the MS-SPW architecture controlled by
the proposed SA obtains results which are, in practice, equal to the lower
bound of PLP. This confirm that such heuristic SA can be used instead of
much more complex ’optimal’ SA, while assuring very good performance
anyway. Figures 3.9 and 3.10 show performance comparison between
SPW and MS-SPW with admissible traffic on input, in the case N = 64,
M = 8 and N = 20, M = 80, respectively. Again, PLP as a function of
the number of TWC blocks rw, varying load is plotted. Under admissible
traffic, that is without any output contention, the PLP tends to zero in
the SPW architecture when the number of TWC blocks rw increases. In
the MS-SPW architecture, the trend is the same but, under high load,
the PLP presents an asymptote, which is related to the packet grooming
effect. This effect is not negligible as in the Bernoulli case, where it is
shadowed by the loss due to output contention.
In the figures this effect is relevant only for load values p = 0.9 and 1,
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Figure 3.10: Comparison between packet loss probability of SPW and
MS-SPW switches for admissible traffic on input. Packet loss is shown
as a function of the number of TWC blocks, varying load, in the case
N = 20, M = 80.
which are limiting loads and not typically applied in designing buffer-less
switching architectures. In lower load range (p = 0.3 : 0.7) the asymp-
totic value is not present in the range of PLP evaluated by simulation,
which is here greater than 10−6. The asymptotic values are evidenced
for higher PLP in figure 3.10 than in 3.9. This is due to the fact that
the in the former case the number of IF/OF is N = 20, that represents
also the maximum number of TWC blocks, while in the latter case, the
number of IF/OFs is N = 64. The packet grooming effect becomes more
and more relevant when the switch size N is low. In this case, at high
load, the PLP related to packet grooming effect increases, given that a
packet can exploit a fewer number of blocks to be forwarded.
By considering figures 3.7-3.10, and other evaluations not reported
here due to space reasons, some more remarks can be carried out. The
MS-SPW switch, when used in a typical packet switching scenario, can
provide performance very close to SPW switch, for all switch dimension-
ing. Moreover, this scenario is here represented by Bernoulli traffic but,
due to the buffer-less nature of the switch, the same results holds for
traffic scenarios like circuit switching where circuit are constructed by
concatenation of slots or ON/OFF traffic. The MS-SPW switch allows
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to obtain the same performance as fully equipped architecture (rw = N
TWC blocks) with a limited number of TWCs. Due to the SPW sharing
strategy, these kind of architectures (both SPW and MS-SPW) obtains
good performance when the number of IF/OFs is high. With high N , a
high number packets on the same wavelength shares the same rw TWCs,
thus allowing to save a remarkable number of TWC blocks.
As the admissible traffic, the packet grooming has a relevant effect
when the load per wavelength is very high, and in particular when N is
small. Again this is related to the number of TWC blocks available in
the MS-SPW architecture. In the scenario where the a pre-allocation of
packets allowed on the OFs is made, that is under admissible traffic, the
MS-SPW is a good solution only if the load is not too high, that seems
to be in any case a realistic case.
To remove the asymptotic behavior of PLP under admissible traffic
two different options are available. The first one consists in implementing
more complex SAs, aiming at reducing the packet grooming effect on the
TWC blocks, with consequently higher computational complexity. The
second one consists in reducing the packet grooming effect occurrence
by adding some optical fibers in the intermediate stage of the MS-SPW
architecture, thus increasing the connectivity between the first and the
third stage of the architecture. In this way, a higher number of packets
can be forwarded through the simple optical fibers (without conversion)
thus reducing the number of packets needing to exploit the TWC blocks.
The TWC links are not more used to send packets which do not re-
quire conversion, as in the previous case, and the TWC blocks can be
fully exploited by packets requiring conversion, thus reducing the packet
grooming effect. In this case the computational complexity of the SA
does not change, but the cost of the architecture increases, given that
additional Wavelength Selectors (WSs) are needed to reach the addi-
tional K optical fibers in the intermediate stage, as will be shown in
section 3.4.2. In this paper the second solution is presented, because it
is preferable not further increase the complexity of the SA. In figure 3.11
the PLP when K additional fibers are added to the MS-SPW architec-
ture is plotted, with admissible traffic on input. When the number of
additional optical fibers K increases, the asymptotic value of PLP for
MS-SPW architecture decreases, for both values of load p = 0.9 and 1.
With few additional optical fibers (K = 1, 2), the PLP can be lowered
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Figure 3.11: Comparison between packet loss probability of SPW and
MS-SPW switches for admissible traffic on input. Packet loss is shown
as a function of the number of TWC blocks, varying load, in the case
N = 20, M = 80.
to negligible values even for p = 0.9 , and the performance of MS-SPW
tends to be close to the one of the SPW switch.
3.4.2 Complexity comparison for MS-SPW
and SPW
The SPW and MS-SPW are compared in terms of optical components,
when the SPW switch relies on the same SOA technology as the MS-
SPW. For a given PLP the two architectures require the same number of
TWCs, so the comparison is made in terms of the number of SOA gates
needed.
The number of SOAs needed for the SPW has been evaluated in
formula (2.26) of section 2.4, while the number of SOAs for MS-SPW
switch is here evaluated. In the MS-SPW architecture, there areM SOA
gates in each WS. In the first stage, there are N WSs for each IF, so the
total number of WSs in the first stage is N2 and the number of optical
gates in the first stage is MN2. The third stage is identical to the first,
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so the total number of SOA gates in the MS-SPW results in:
NMS−SPWSOA = 2MN
2 (3.4)
The index CSI (Cost Saving Index) is introduced to evaluate the cost
saving of the MS-SPW architecture with respect to the SPW one, and
defined as the ratio between the number of SOA gates needed for SPW
(formula 2.26) and MS-SPW (formula 3.4), respectively:
CSI =
NSPWSOA
NMS−SPWSOA
=
M(N2 +NrwM)
2MN2
=
1
2
+
rw
2
M
N
(3.5)
The higher the CSI is, the higher the saving allowed by MS-SPW with
respect to SPW. As it can be deduced from formula (3.5), the cost saving
allowed by MS-SPW architecture: a) increases as the number of TWCs
employed increases (in fact, in MS-SPW the number of TWCs employed
does not depend on rw while in SPW it increases linearly with rw) b)
increases as the number of wavelengths per IF/OFs increases c) decreases
as the number of IF/OFs increases. These switch architectures, under
Bernoulli traffic, aim at obtaining the asymptotic values of PLP with the
lowest number of TWCs. The maximum value of CSI is obtained when
rw = N , and is CSI =
M+1
2
.
If K additional optical fibers need to be added in the second stage,
N WSs are needed to connect the IFs to an additional fiber, and N
to connect each additional fiber to the OFs. 2NK additional WSs are
needed, so 2MNK additional SOA gates are required. In this case, the
total number of SOA gates in the MS-SPW architecture is:
NMS−SPW,KSOA = 2M(N
2 +NK) (3.6)
and in this case CSI becomes:
CSIK =
NSPWSOA
NMS−SPW,KSOA
=
M(N2 +NrwM)
2M(N2 +NK
=
N +Mrw
2(N +K)
=
N
N +K
CSI
(3.7)
In table 3.2 values of CSI are presented as a function ofN andM , with
Bernoulli input traffic and load p = 0.5. The minimum number of TWC
blocks rw needed to achieve the asymptotic value of PLP is considered.
As an example, by observing figure 3.7 the minimum number of TWC
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M
4 8 16 32 64
4 1.5 3.5 6.5 16.5 32.5
8 1.25 2.5 5.5 12.5 32.5
16 1 2 4.5 9.5 22.5
32 0.875 1.5 3 6.5 16.5
N
64 0.8125 1.3125 2.5 5.25 11.5
Table 3.2: Cost Saving Index (CSI) for different switch configurations,
with Bernoulli input traffic and load p = 0.5.
blocks when N = 64, M = 8, that is rw = 13 can be obtained, leading to
a value of CSI = 1.3125. These values in the table confirm that the cost
saving is highly influenced by the number of wavelengths in the system.
In particular the MS-SPW switch becomes more and more convenient
(in terms of optical components) with respect to the SPW one when the
number of wavelengths increases. For example, for N = 32, M = 32,
the MS-SPW is 6.5 times less expensive than SPW in terms of SOA
gates. This confirm the better scalability of the proposed multi-stage
solution, in terms of cost. Also, it can be seen that when N increases,
CSI decreases, but with a lower rate than in the previous case. Anyway,
if enough wavelengths are considered, the MS-SPW switch is always less
costly than SPW.
3.4.3 Model validation
As shown in section 3.4.1, MS-SPW can provide performance very close
to the one of SPW under Bernoulli and admissible traffic, if reasonable
values of load are considered or if the switch is equipped with suitable
additional fibers. For this reason, the analytical models proposed in
sections 2.3.3 and 3.3 can be used in evaluating performance of MS-SPW
switch under Bernoulli and admissible traffic even if they do not take into
account the grooming constraint of such architecture. The availability of
such an accurate model can be very useful to obtain results when switch
configuration leads to very low PLP, in ranges where simulation is hardly
used to provide results.
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Figure 3.12: Comparison between analytical and simulation results for
MS-SPW switch with Bernoulli traffic on input. PLP is shown as a
function of the number of TWC blocks, varying load, in the case N = 64,
M = 8.
Figures 3.12 and 3.13 show comparisons between simulation and an-
alytical results for the MS-SPW switch, with Bernoulli input traffic.
PLP as a function of the number of TWC blocks rw is plotted, in the
case N = 64, M = 8 and N = 20, respectively. PLP is evaluated as a
function of the number of TWC blocks, varying load, in the case N = 20
andM = 80. In the first case, with a few (M = 8) wavelengths per fiber,
the PLP is dominated by output blocking in all regions of the graphs,
and analytical results show very good agreement with simulation. In the
second case, with higher number of wavelengths (M = 80), the output
blocking is lower and, with high load, analysis overestimates simulation
in the region where loss due to the lack of TWCs is high with respect to
that due to output blocking. This is due to the independence assumption
on the number of conversion requests in different OFs made in the eval-
uation of loss due to the lack of TWCs Pbwc. Anyway, the difference is
not too high and, given that the model leads to an overestimation, it can
be used to dimension the switch as a worst case. In fact the asymptotic
values of PLP are exactly evaluated by the model.
In figure 3.14 comparison between simulation and analysis for admis-
sible traffic is presented, in the case N = 64, M = 8. In this case, also
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Figure 3.13: Comparison between analytical and simulation results for
MS-SPW switch with Bernoulli traffic on input. PLP is shown as a
function of the number of TWC blocks, varying load, in the case N = 20,
M = 80.
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Figure 3.14: Comparison between analytical and simulation results for
MS-SPW switch with admissible traffic on input. PLP is shown as a
function of the number of TWC blocks, varying load, in the case N = 64,
M = 8.
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simulation results for SPW switch are plotted. Analytical results show
good agreement only when traffic is far enough from 1. This is a conse-
quence of correlation present in admissible traffic that is not accounted
for in the model.
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Chapter 4
Contention resolution in the
wavelength and space
domains: multi-fiber switches
In this chapter the SPN and SPW concepts are applied jointly to the
multi-fiber concept in order to reduce the requirements of the TWCs
employed inside the switch to solve contention. First, a brief presenta-
tion of the multi-fiber concept and its benefits in solving contention are
presented. A schematic comparison between mono-fiber and multi-fiber
switches is presented in figure 4.1. In the mono-fiber switch, depicted in
figure 4.1a, each II/OI is equipped with one single optical fiber, as in the
solutions previously presented in this work. Instead in the multi-fiber
switch (figure 4.1b), the IIs/OIs are equipped with a bundle of F optical
fibers. In this way, the same number W of input/output channels per in-
terface can be obtained with a lower numberM of wavelengths per fiber,
and the same wavelengths can be repeated in the different fibers of the
same interface. The F fibers provides spatial diversity, so that packets
coming to the switch on the same wavelength can be forwarded in differ-
ent fibers without wavelength conversion, assuring contention resolution
in the space domain. For this reason, the number of conversion requests
is lowered and the number of TWCs can be reduced with respect to the
mono-fiber case. More, the tuning range of the TWCs is reduced, given
that they are tuned over M = W
F
wavelengths instead of W as in the
mono-fiber case.
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Figure 4.1: Comparison between mono-fiber (a) and multi-fiber (b) ideal
switches.
Two multi-fiber switches are presented in this chapter, and the ef-
fectiveness of this solution is demonstrated by simulation and analytical
results. The first section 4.1 presents the architecture (4.1.1) and the
scheduling algorithm (4.1.2) for the multi-fiber SPN switch. Then sec-
tion 4.2 shows the architecture (4.2.1), the scheduling algorithm (4.2.2)
and the analytical model (4.2.3) for multi-fiber SPW switch. Finally
section 4.3 shows a comparison between the SPN and SPW multi-fiber
switches, in terms of performance (PLP) and complexity. In particular
this work has been developed in collaboration with Prof. Vincenzo Er-
amo and Mr. Angelo Germoni, Infocom Department, University of Rome
- Sapienza.
4.1 Multi-fiber SPN switch
Multi-fiber SPN switch (MF-SPN) comes from the SPN concept pre-
sented in section 2.2 jointly with the nulti-fiber concept. By exploiting
the spatial diversity provided by the multi-fiber switch, the common pool
of TWCs can be equipped with a lower number of TWCs. The attention
is here focused on practical implementation of the MF-SPN, in particular
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a solution based on WSs is here proposed as well as a proper scheduling
algorithm.
4.1.1 Architecture for MF-SPN
The multi-fiber MF-SPN architecture is presented in figure 4.2, in the
case N = 2 II/OIs with F = 2 fibers and M = 2 wavelengths each.
In this architecture, r tunable-input/tunable-output TWCs are shared
II 1 OI 1
OI NII N
1:(NF+r) (NF+1):1
NF:1
1
F F
1
NF
1
NF
1
1
NF
r :11:NF
1
r
1
NF
Figure 4.2: Example of practical architectural implementation of the
multi-fiber shared-per-node (MF-SPN) concept. The architecture con-
sists of N = 2 input/output interfaces (II/OIs) with F = 2 optical fibers,
each one carryingM = 2 wavelengths. The architecture is equipped with
r = 2 shared TWCs.
among all input channels (in figure 4.2, the switching node is equipped
with r = 2 TWCs). Packets that do not need conversion can be directly
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sent from the input fibers (IFs) to the destination output fibers (OFs).
Each IF is connected to an OF by means of a WS, so that a packet can
be directly forwarded from the IF to the destination OF by turning on
the corresponding SOA.
For example, if the packet carried by the wavelength k = 1 in the IF
j = 2 of the II i = 1 should be sent without wavelength conversion in the
OF j = 1 of the OI i = 2, the first SOA in the seventh WS starting from
the bottom must be turned on (this SOA is shown in the figure with a
dotted circle), so letting the corresponding wavelength to pass through.
The number of WSs needed for an IF is NF , so that the total number
of WSs needed to guarantee the direct connection from input to output
fibers is (NF )2 (these WSs can be seen at the top and bottom of the
figure). This is the minimum number of WSs needed for the direct con-
nection, independently of the sharing strategy adopted for the TWCs.
By observing figure 4.2 it is possible to see that the input WDM
signal coming from an IF is split in NF + r copies by means of a 1 :
(NF + r) splitter. NF of these copies are connected to the NF WSs
above mentioned, while other r copies allow the IF to reach the TWCs.
Now, the part of the architecture performing wavelength conversion
(visible in the center of figure 4.2) is described. There are r WSs for
each IF (for a total amount of NFr WSs) and r NF : 1 combiners, each
one related to a TWC. Each WS which serves a given IF is connected
to only one combiner to reach a particular TWC. By turning ON the
k-th SOA in a particular WS, a signal carried by wavelength k in the
IF connected to this WS is allowed to reach the related TWC. After
wavelength conversion is accomplished, the signal from the output of
a TWC is split by a 1 : NF splitter. The egresses of a splitter are
connected to NF different r : 1 combiners by means of an array of
SOAs. The needed number of SOAs is also here NFr. A r : 1 combiner
is connected to a particular OF, and the SOAs allows to select which
converted signals must reach this particular OF. Note that at each ingress
of a combiner there are mono-wavelength signals, while at the output of
a combiner there is a WDM signal that is sent to the OF. Finally, in each
OF a (NF + 1) : 1 combiner is used to combine directly forwarded and
wavelength converted signals. The r : 1 combiner allowing the converted
signals to reach the proper OF and the final (NF + 1) : 1 combiner
may be replaced with a single (NF + r) : 1 combiner, depending on
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the maximum number of ingresses allowed by technological constraints.
From the logical point of view, these two solutions are equivalent although
physical performance can be different.
By considering the switching node presented in figure 4.2, suppose
that a packet carried by wavelength k = 2 in the IF j = 1 of the II i = 2
must be converted to the wavelength s = 1 and sent to the OF h = 1
of the OI g = 1. In addition, the control unit chooses to use the second
TWC. In this situation, the second SOA in the tenth WS starting from
the bottom before the TWCs must be turned on to exploit the second
TWC. Then, to forward the converted signal on the output of that TWC,
the first SOA after the second splitter (related to the second TWC) must
be turned on. All the SOAs and the TWC used are highlighted in figure
4.2 by solid circles.
The complexity of the MF-SPN architecture in terms of optical com-
ponents is now given. The attention is focused to the evaluation of more
expensive optical components, namely TWCs and SOAs. As mentioned
above, (NF )2 WSs are needed to directly connect IFs and OFs. Given
that a WS is composed by M SOAs, the number of SOAs for the direct
connection is (NF )2M . To reach the TWCs, NFr WSs are needed, for
a total amount of NFMr SOAs. To allow the signals at the output
of the TWCs to reach the proper OFs and avoid contention, additional
NFr SOAs are employed. The total number of SOAs for the proposed
MF-SPN implementation results in:
NMF−SPNSOA = (NF )
2M +NF (M + 1)r (4.1)
This number depends on the number of TWCs used.
The total number of TWCs is:
NMF−SPNTWC = r (4.2)
and the number of TWCs r is related to the performance expected for
the MF-SPN architecture (typically, r is equal to the minimum number
of TWC allowing the same performance of an architecture equipped with
the maximum number of TWCs, NMF , one TWC for each channel).
In addition, the MF-SPN architecture would require NF splitters
1 : (NF + r) (combiners (NF + 1) : 1) on input (output), r combiners
NF : 1 (splitters 1 : NF ) before (after) the TWCs, NF combiners r : 1 to
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group converted packets directed to the same OF. Also, (NF )2 + NFr
MUX/DEMUX are needed to implement the WSs. 3NF + r EDFA
are needed where the optical signal may be degradated (on input, given
that the signal is coming after tens of kilometers, on output, given that
the signal is forwarded in a long-haul fiber, and at the output of the
combiners).
4.1.2 Scheduling algorithm for MF-SPN
In the MF-SPN architecture, a pool of r shared TWCs is available to
forward incoming packets by exploiting wavelength conversion.
A proper nomenclature for the description of the SA is first introduced:
• Si,k (i = 1, · · · , N), (k = 1, · · · ,M) is the set containing the packets
carried by wavelength k and directed to OI i;
• Oi,j,k (i = 1, · · · , N), (j = 1, · · · , F ), (k = 1, · · · ,M) is the channel
corresponding to the wavelength k in fiber j of OI i;
• Λi,k (i = 1, · · · , N), (k = 1, · · · ,M) is the set containing the free
channels corresponding to the wavelength k in all fibers of OI i.
The maximum cardinality of this set is F and it is initialized as
containing the output channels Oi,j,k for j = 1, · · · , F ;
• Si (i = 1, · · · , N) is the set containing all packets directed to OI i
and not forwarded without conversion;
• Λi is the set of free channels of the OI i after scheduling of packets
not requiring conversion;
• Ψi (i = 1, · · · , N) is the set containing couples (b, Oi,j,h) where b is
a packet directed to the OI i that must be converted and Oi,j,h is
the output channel assigned to that packet;
• Γ is the set of OIs not already served in the current time slot;
• r′ is the number of available TWCs during the execution of the SA.
Each one of these sets and parameters is updated during the execution of
the SA. In the INI phase each set Si,k (i = 1, · · · , N), (k = 1, · · · ,M) is
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firstly initialized as empty, then the input wavelength channels on each
fiber of each input interface are scanned and the packets carried by wave-
length k and directed to OI i are collected in the corresponding set Si,k.
In addition, in the INI phase, sets and variables used in the other phases
are initialized.
Each set Λi,k (i = 1, · · · , N), (k = 1, · · · ,M) is re-initialized so that it
contains the output channels Oi,j,k with j = 1, · · · , F , those correspond-
ing to wavelength k in the F fibers of the OI i. The set Ψi (i = 1, · · · , N)
is initialized as empty, the set Γ is initialized as containing all the OIs
and r′ is initialized as r′ = r.
The OWCA phase is shown in figure 4.3(a). In this phase the packets
forwarded without conversion are evaluated. The OIs are sequentially
(b) WTA phase
k = 1
Si,k ≠ {Ø} & Λi,k ≠ {Ø}
yes
k ≤ M
yes
no
k = k + 1
no
Si = Uk Si,k
Si ≠ {Ø} & Λi ≠ {Ø} no
yes
Select randomly a packet b ∈ Si
Select randomly a channel Oi,j,h ∈ Λi
Set Si = Si – {b} and Λi = Λi – {Oi,j,h }
Set  Ψi = Ψi + { (b, Oi,j,h) }
Λi = Uk Λi,k
i ≤ N
yes
no
i = 1
(a) OWCA phase
Discard the 
packets b ∈ Si
Discard the packets b,
/ (b, Ok,j,h) ∈ Ψk, k ∈ Γ U {i}
WTA phase
Select randomly an output interface i Γ
Set  Γ = Γ – {i}
Γ ≠ {Ø}
yes
no
Ψi ≠ {Ø}
yes
no
r’ ≠ 0
yes
no
Select randomly a couple (b, Oi,j,h) ∈ Ψi
Set  Ψi = Ψi – { (b, Oi,j,h) }
Schedule packet b on output channel Oi,j,h
r’ = r’ – 1
∈Select randomly a packet b ∈ Si,k
Select randomly a channel Oi,j,k ∈ Λi,k
Schedule packet b on output channel Oi,j,k
Set Si,k =  Si,k – {b} and Λi,k = Λi,k – {Oi,j,k}
i = i + 1
EXIT
Figure 4.3: Scheduling algorithm for MF-SPN architecture: a) OWCA
phase b)WTA phase
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considered and when the OI i is taken into account the wavelengths of
this interface are sequentially scanned. When wavelength k of the OI i
is considered, a packet b randomly selected from Si,k is scheduled for a
channel Oi,j,k (j = 1, · · · , F ) belonging to the Λi,k randomly selected, as
long as Si,k and Λi,k are not empty. Si,k and Λi,k are updated by removing
the packet b and the channel Oi,j,k respectively. Up to F packets ran-
domly chosen from Si,k are scheduled and forwarded without wavelength
conversion. In fact, packets on different sets Si,k are output wavelength
blocking free, while packets belonging to the same set contend for the
output channels of the same OI i and on the same wavelength k, those
in the set Λi,k (up to F ). If Si,k or Λi,k becomes empty, next wavelength
is considered.
When all the M wavelengths of the OI i have been considered, re-
maining packets directed to the OI i are collected in the set Si, obtained
by the union of the sets Si,k for (k = 1, · · · ,M) in the second part of the
OWCA phase. In addition, the free output channels on different wave-
lengths for the OI i are collected in the set Λi, obtained by the union of all
sets Λi,k for (k = 1, · · · ,M). After that, while both Si is not empty and
at least one output channel is free (Λi is not empty), a packet b belonging
to Si is randomly chosen as well as an output channel Oi,j,h belonging
to Λi. Then, the couple (b, Oi,j,h) is stored in the set Ψi. This set con-
tains the packets directed to OI i that must be wavelength converted and
the output channels on which this conversion will be accomplished if the
number of available TWCs is high enough. If the set Λi is empty while Si
is not empty, these remaining packets are lost due to output wavelength
blocking in the OI i.
Note that in this phase the TWCs are not needed, given that the
packets are forwarded without conversion or collected in the sets Ψi
(i = 1, · · · , N). The sets Ψi will be used in the WTA phase to evaluate
which packets may be forwarded and which are lost due to the lack of
TWCs. The computational complexity of the OWCA phase is O(NMF ),
given that in the worst case the number of operations needed for each OI
is proportional to the number of the output channels in an OI,MF . The
computational complexity is evaluated by considering the random oper-
ations being with the same weight (equal to one) of the other operations.
This is not far from the reality, given that the random operations are
only ’conceptual’, and they can be replaced by round-robin operations,
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allowing to obtain the same fairness, that can be implemented with the
same complexity of a sum or decremental operations.
The WTA phase is illustrated in figure 4.3(b). Being the TWCs
shared, they are randomly considered to assure the fairness among the
OIs. When the OI i is taken into account, until the set Ψi is not empty,
the SA looks for an available TWC. If at least one TWC is available, a
couple (b, Oi,j,h) belonging to Ψi is randomly selected and the packet b
is scheduled for the output channel Oi,j,h. Then the set Ψi is updated
and the number of available TWC is decremented by one. If the set
Ψi becomes empty, another OI is randomly selected, while if no TWC
is available, the SA ends and the remaining packets are lost due to the
lack of TWCs. The computational complexity of the WTA phase is
O(N + r) given that in the worst case all OIs are scanned and a number
of operations proportional to the number of TWCs r is needed.
The computational complexity of the proposed SA is obtained by the
sum of the complexity in the OWCA and WTA phases and results in
O(NMF +N + r) = O(NMF ), given that r ≤ NMF .
4.2 Multi-fiber SPW switch
In this section the multi-fiber SPW switch (MF-SPW) is presented. In
particular the proposed architecture is presented in section 4.2.1, a proper
scheduling algorithm in section 4.2.2 and an analytical model to evaluate
PLP is proposed in section 4.2.3.
4.2.1 Architecture for MF-SPW
The practical implementation of the multi-fiber shared-per-wavelength
concept is presented in figure 4.4, in the case N = 2 II/OIs with F = 2
fibers and M = 2 wavelengths each. In this example, the switching
node is equipped with rw = 2 TWCs for each wavelength. Also in this
architecture, packets that do not need conversion are directly sent to the
destination OFs, so the same number, (NF )2, of WSs as in the MF-SPN
architecture is needed to directly connect IFs and OFs.
Differently from the MF-SPN architecture the TWCs are grouped in
rw blocks (as can be seen in figure 4.4), each one including M TWCs
dedicated to a different wavelength (to this end the TWCs in a block are
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1
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Figure 4.4: Example of practical architectural implementation of the
multi-fiber shared-per-wavelength (MF-SPW) concept. The architecture
consists of N = 2 input/output interfaces (II/OIs) with F = 2 opti-
cal fibers, each one carrying M = 2 wavelengths. The architecture is
equipped with rw = 2 shared TWCs for each wavelength. The total
number of fixed-input/tunable-output FR-TWCs is Mrw
preceded by a DEMUX). The IFs are connected to the rw TWC blocks
usingWSs. EachWDM signal on input is split inNF+rw copies: the first
NF are needed for the direct connection with the OFs (as in MF-SPN),
the others rw are interfaced to rw NF : 1 combiners (each one related to
a different TWC block) by means of WSs. So an IF is connected to all
TWC blocks, and each TWC block may be reached from all IFs. Given
that there are NF IFs, NFrw WSs are needed to connect the IFs and the
TWC blocks. The WSs are used to select the input channel which use a
particular TWCs. Note that a wavelength k can exploit the k-th TWC
in each TWC block, for a total amount of rw TWCs. For example, the
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wavelength 1 may exploit the first TWC in the first TWC block and the
first TWC in the second block. The stage after the TWC blocks forwards
wavelength-shifted packets to the destination OFs and is the same as in
the MF-SPN.
By considering the switching node presented in figure 4.4, suppose
that the packet carried by wavelength 2 in the IF j = 1 of the II i = 1
may be converted on the wavelength 1 in the OF h = 2 of the OI g = 1.
In addition, the control unit chooses to use the second TWC dedicated to
wavelength 2 in the first TWC block. The second SOA in the ninth WS
starting from the top before the TWC blocks must be turned on as well
as the second SOA of the second splitter after the TWC blocks. Both
SOAs and the TWC used are highlighted in the figure by solid circles.
The complexity of this architecture is:
NMF−SPWSOA = (NF )
2M + 2NFMrw (4.3)
Also in this case the number of SOAs depends on the number of TCWs
used.
The total number of TWCs in the MF-SPW architecture is:
NMF−SPWTWC =Mrw (4.4)
In addition, the MF-SPW architecture requires NF splitters 1 :
(NF + rw) (combiners (NF + 1) : 1), Mrw splitters 1 : NF after the
TCWs, rw combiners NF : 1 before the TWC blocks and NF combin-
ers Mrw : 1 to group converted packets directed to the same OF. The
number of MUXs is (NF )2 +NFrw, equal to the number of WSs, while
the number of DEMUXs is (NF )2 + (NF + 1)rw, given that an addi-
tional DEMUX is used on each TWC block. Also, 3NF + rw EDFAs are
employed.
4.2.2 Scheduling algorithm for MF-SPW
In the MF-SPW architecture, the TWCs are partitioned among the wave-
lengths, in the sense that each wavelength have a dedicated pool of rw
shared TWCs. The packets carried by a particular wavelength k (up to
NF ) can exploit rw TWCs. For this reason a modified version of the SA
proposed for MF-SPN is needed. The nomenclature used is almost the
same as in the MF-SPN SA. The differences are:
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• the set Ψi is replaced by M sets Ψi,k (k = 1, · · · ,M). A set Ψi,k
contains the packets directed to OI i and carried by the wavelength
k that must be converted. Packets carried by different wavelengths
exploit different TWCs, this is the reason why M different sets
instead of one are considered;
• the set Si,k does not contains only the packets carried by wavelength
k and directed to OI i, but the couples (b, k) each one containing a
packet and its encoding wavelength. This is due to the fact that the
information related to the wavelength is necessary in the OWCA
phase when the set Ψi,k is updated;
• the number of available TWCs r′ is replaced by M numbers r
′
k
(k = 1, · · · ,M). r
′
k indicates the number of TWCs dedicated to
wavelength k available during the execution of the SA.
Having in mind these differences, in the INI phase the set Ψi,k (i =
1, · · · , N) (k = 1, · · · ,M) is initialized as empty and r
′
k (k = 1, · · · ,M)
is initialized to r
′
k = rw.
The OWCA phase is presented in figure 4.5(a). This phase is very
similar to the OCWA phase in the MF-SPN SA. The only change is in
the second part of the OWCA phase. In fact in this case when a packet
b must be converted, it is not stored in the set Ψi as in the previous case,
but it is stored in the set Ψi,k together with the assigned output channel
Oi,j,h. The wavelength the packet b is carried (k) is stored in the set Si,k,
given that this information is needed to insert the packet in the correct
set Ψi,k. The computational complexity of the OWCA phase is also in
this case O(NMF ).
The sets Ψi,k are used in the WTA phase to evaluate which packets
are forwarded by exploiting the TWCs. The WTA phase is shown in fig-
ure 4.5(b). As in the previous case the OIs are randomly considered for
the fairness. When the OI i is taken into account, the wavelengths are se-
quentially evaluated. When the wavelength k is considered, until the set
Ψi,k is not empty, the algorithm looks for an available TWC dedicated to
wavelength k (r
′
kNeq0). If at least one available TWC is found, a packet
randomly selected from Ψi,k is scheduled for the corresponding output
channel Oi,j,h, Ψi,k is updated and r
′
k is decremented by one. When Ψi,k
is empty or r
′
k = 0 the next wavelength is taken into account. The WTA
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(b) WTA phase
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Discard the packets b,
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Γ ≠ {Ø}
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EXIT
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Set  Ψi,k = Ψi,k – { (b, Oi,j,h) }
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rk’ = rk’ – 1
∈
Select randomly a couple (b, k) ∈ Si,k
Select randomly a channel Oi,j,k ∈ Λi,k
Schedule packet b on output channel Oi,j,k
Set Si,k =  Si,k – { (b, k) } and Λi,k = Λi,k – {Oi,j,k}
i = i + 1
k = 1
k = k + 1
k ≤ M
no
yes
Figure 4.5: Scheduling algorithm for MF-SPW architecture: a) OWCA
phase b)WTA phase
phase ends when all wavelengths of each OI have been evaluated. The
packets that are not scheduled in the WTA phase are those lost due to
lack of TWCs. The computational complexity of the WTA phase for the
MF-SPW architecture is O(N + NM +Mrw) = O(NM +Mrw), given
that in the worst case all the N OIs are scanned, the NM sets Ψi,k are
scanned and a maximum number rw of packets are sent for each of the
M wavelengths.
The complexity of the SA, by taking into account the OWCA and
WTA phases is, O(NMF + NM +Mrw) = O(NMF ) given that rw <
NF .
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4.2.3 Analytical model of packet loss for MF-SPW
The number of TWCs needed in the MF-SPN and MF-SPW switches
is evaluated according to an appropriate dimensioning procedure that
guarantees the same PLP as a switch equipped with a full set of TWCs.
The analytical model to evaluate performance in MF-SPN switch is illus-
trated in [23]. In this paper an analytical model to evaluate performance
in MF-SPW switch is presented. The model can be used to determine
the minimum number of TWCs needed in MF-SPW. In particular the
PLP of an MF-SPW switch is evaluated as a function of the number rw
of TWCs per wavelength, under the following assumptions:
• the operation mode of the switching node is synchronous [23] on a
time-slot basis;
• packet arrivals at the NFM input wavelength channels are inde-
pendent;
• the input traffic is symmetric, that is packet arrivals occur with
probability p for all IFs. No assumption is made for the mutual
dependence of packet arrivals at different time-slots, since, due to
the buffer-less nature of the switch, performance and TWC dimen-
sioning depend on p only;
• the output traffic is symmetric, that is a packet has the same prob-
ability 1/N to be directed to any given OI. The symmetric traffic
scenario is assumed because it is the one requiring the most severe
dimensioning of TWCs, as shown in [36]. In fact as packet loss is
due to either lack of output wavelength channels or lack of TWCs,
and TWC dimensioning aims at making the latter negligible with
respect to the former, the lower the loss probability due to lack of
output channels the higher the number of TWCs needed: hence
the assumption of symmetric traffic, which allows for the lowest
loss probability due to lack of output channels.
The analytical model here presented aims at evaluating an upper bound
of the packet loss probability (Pl,MF−SPW ) of an MF-SPW switch ver-
sus the number rw of TWCs shared per each wavelength. The tightness
of the obtained upper bound is demonstrated by means of simulations.
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Finally, the values of Pl,MF−SPW are compared with the packet loss prob-
ability (Pl,MF−SPN) of a MF-SPN architecture evaluated by means of the
analytical model discussed in [23].
The probability Pl,MF−SPW can be expressed according to the follow-
ing expression:
Pl,MF−SPW =
E[Nl]
E[No]
(4.5)
wherein:
- E[No] = NMFp is the average number of packets entering the switch
in a given time-slot;
- E[Nl] is the average number of packets that are lost due to contentions
inside the switch in a given time-slot.
A packet loss can be caused by two types of events:
• output wavelength blocking, i.e. the unavailability of a free wave-
length on the OI towards the packet is directed;
• converter blocking, i.e. the unavailability of a TWC able to shift
an incoming packet on a free wavelength.
So, E[Nl] can be expressed as follows:
E[Nl] = E[Nwl] + E[Ncl] (4.6)
wherein E[Nwl] and E[Ncl] are the average number of packets lost in
a time slot because of the output wavelength blocking and the converter
blocking, respectively. In evaluating E[Nl] we take into account that the
control algorithm proposed in section 4.2.2 firstly selects the packets to
be dropped due to output wavelength blocking and, then, the packets to
be lost due to converter blocking.
Due to the symmetric traffic assumption, the loss term E[Nwl] is N
times E[Nwl,OI ], that is the average number of packets directed to any
OI and lost because of the output wavelength blocking. By considering
that, if j packets are offered to an OI, max(0, j −MF ) out of them are
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lost and taking into account that the number of packets directed to any
OI has a binomial(NMF, p) distribution, we can write:
E[Nwl] = NE[Nwl,OI ] =
= N
NMF∑
j=MF+1
(j −MF )
(
NMF
j
)( p
N
)j (
1−
p
N
)NMF−j (4.7)
The loss term E[Ncl] in (4.6) takes into account the event that, even
if there are free wavelengths on an OI, some packets can be lost due to
the lack of available TWCs to perform wavelength conversion. In the
following we evaluate an upper bound E[Ncl,ub] of the term E[Ncl], by
assuming that no output wavelength blocking takes place in the switch, i.e.
M =∞ on the OIs. As it is easy to understand, this condition requires a
number of wavelength conversions greater than in the real scenario. By
remembering that the input traffic is symmetrical and the choice of the
packets to be shifted is purely random, we can evaluate the term E[Ncl,ub]
as M times the corresponding term for the packets arriving on a generic
wavelength λ. Let Wλ be the random variable representing the number
of wavelength conversions needed in a time slot for the packets arriving
on a generic wavelength λ; if each wavelength is provided with rw TWCs
and Wλ = h, max(0, h − rw) packets are lost due to converter blocking
for the wavelength λ considered, so
E [Ncl,ub] =M
NF∑
h=rw+1
(h− rw) pWλ (h) (4.8)
where pWλ (h = 0, · · · , NF ) denotes the Wλ’s probabilities.
Exact evaluation the Wλ’s probabilities is straightforward only when
F = 1, that is in the case mono-fiber. In the case F > 1, the evaluation
is performed by assuming statistical independence among the number
of conversions required by the packets arriving on wavelength λ and di-
rected to the different OIs. This assumption does not hold in practice
but, being the dependence slight, as shown in [36], it leads to estimate a
greater number of conversions with respect to the real case. This is due
to the negative correlation of the number of conversion needed on the
different OIs. The Wλ’s probabilities will be now evaluated in the cases
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F = 1 and F > 1.
Evaluation of Wλ’s probabilities in the case F = 1
When the packet loss due to the lack of output wavelengths is neglected,
Wλ can be expressed as follows:
Wλ = Rλ − (N −Nλ) , (4.9)
wherein:
- Rλ is the Binomial(N, p) random variable denoting the number of pack-
ets arriving on the wavelength λ.
- Nλ is the random variable denoting the number of OIs to which no
packet, arriving at the wavelength λ, is directed.
By applying the total probability law and by conditioning to Rλ = i, we
have:
pWλ (h) =
N∑
i=0
Pr (Nλ = h+N − i/Rλ = i)
(
N
i
)
pi (1− p)N−i (4.10)
The Nλ’s probabilities conditioned to Rλ = i can be evaluated by
interpreting our problem in terms of the classical occupancy problem [45];
that is we throw Rλ = i balls at random into N urns and wish to know
the distribution of the number of not occupied urns Nλ. The classical
occupancy problem has been solved in literature and in particular in [45]
the following formula is reported for the searched probabilities:
Pr (Nλ = h/Rλ = i) =
(
N
h
) N−h∑
Nu=0
(−1)N u
(
N − h
Nu
)(
1−
h+Nu
N
)i
(4.11)
Finally by inserting (4.11) in (4.10) and (4.10) in (4.8) we can evaluate
the upper bound E[Ncl,ub] of the average number E[Ncl] of packet lost
because of the lack of converters in the case of mono-fiber MF-SPW
switch (F = 1).
This model with F = 1 evaluates the PLP of the mono-fiber SPW,
so it represents an alternative analysis with respect to the one proposed
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in section 2.3.3. Note that the model here proposed in more precise than
the one in 2.3.3, given that in this case the correlation among conversion
requests for different OFs is not neglected, but exactly evaluated. For
this reason this model is useful also to evaluate the performance of the
multi-stage architecture (practical implementation of the SPW) proposed
in chapter 3.
Evaluation of Wλ’s probabilities in the case F > 1
By assuming statistical independence of the number of the conversions
required by packets arriving on a generic wavelength and directed to the
various OIs, we can write:
pWλ (h) =
N times︷ ︸︸ ︷
pWλ,OI ⊗ · · · · · · ⊗ pWλ,OI (4.12)
where the symbol ⊗ denotes the convolution operator and pWλ,OI (h)
denotes the probability that h conversions are needed for the packets
arriving on the generic wavelength λ and directed to a generic OI. Let
Rλ,OI be the binomial(NF,
p
N
) random variable denoting the number of
packets arriving on wavelength λ and directed to a generic OI. When the
loss due to the lack of output wavelengths is neglected, the number of
conversions required by the packets arriving on wavelength λ equals the
number of packets in excess with respect to the F output wavelength
channels which allow the packets to be forwarded without wavelength
conversion. Hence we can write:
pWλ,OI (h) =


∑F
i=0 Pr (Rλ,OI = i) h = 0
Pr (Rλ,OI = F + h) h = 1, · · · , F (N − 1)
0 otherwise
(4.13)
Finally by inserting (4.13) in (4.12) and (4.12) in (4.8) we can evaluate
the upper bound E[Ncl,ub] of the average number E[Ncl] of packet lost
because of the lack of converters in the case of multi-fiber MF-SPW
switch (F > 1).
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4.3 Numerical results for MF-SPN
and MF-SPW
In this section the switching architectures illustrated in sections 4.1.1 and
4.2.1 for MF-SPN and MF-SPW respectively are numerically compared.
In particular the accuracy of the analytical model introduced in section
4.2.3 to evaluate the PLP of MF-SPW is investigated in 4.3.1 by com-
paring analytical and simulation results. These results are obtained by
applying the scheduling algorithm presented in section 4.2.2. All simula-
tion results have been obtained with confidence interval at 95% less than
or equal to 5% of the mean. Then in section 4.3.2 MF-SPN and MF-
SPW switches are compared in terms of performance (PLP) and number
of TWCs and SOA gates needed in order to guarantee a given value of
PLP.
4.3.1 Model validation
Figure 4.6 shows the PLP as a function of the total number (Mrw) of
TWCs employed for the MF-SPW. Different configurations in terms of
fibers/wavelengths per fiber are plotted by maintaining the same number
(FM = 16) of channels per II/OI, in caseN = 16, p = 0.3, 0.7. The figure
shows very good agreement in the mono-fiber case (F = 1, M = 16) for
both values of load, while there is a slight difference among simulation
and analytical results in the multi-fiber case especially when load is high.
As stated before analytical results tends to overestimate the simulated
ones, anyway with this switch dimensioning there is good agreement
between simulation and analysis.
Figure 4.7 plots the PLP as a function of the total number of TWCs
in case N = 10, p = 0.4 and FM = 24 channels per II/OI. Again, the
model for the mono-fiber case shows perfect agreement with simulation,
while the model for the multi-fiber case overestimates simulation when
the number of fibers F is low (F = 2).
In figure 4.8 the PLP is plotted in case N = 20, p = 0.7 and
FM = 100 channels per II/OI. For the mono-fiber case, analysis and
simulation perfectly agree, while for the multi-fiber case, analysis highly
overestimates simulation. This is related to the correlation among the
conversion requests on different OIs (relevant in this case, high load with
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Figure 4.6: PLP of MF-SPW as a function of the number of TWCs,
Mrw, in case N = 16, p = 0.3, 0.7 and F = 1,M = 16, F = 2,M = 8,
F = 4,M = 4 and F = 8,M = 2. (A) is for Analysis and (S) for
simulation.
low loss due to output wavelength blocking), that is neglected in the
multi-fiber model. Figures 4.6-4.8 shows that MF-SPW architecture
obtains the same performance as fully equipped architectures (NFM
TWCs) with a limited number of TWCs for all values of F , M . More, as
F increases and M decreases, the saving in number of TWCs becomes
more and more relevant.
By observing the presented results, some remarks about mono-fiber and
multi-fiber SPW architectures are here given. SPW is a sharing strategy
allowing to save in the number of TWCs employed in a node. The TWC
saving is related to the sharing degree of the TWCs. The higher the shar-
ing degree, the higher the TWC saving. In the SPW architectures the
sharing degree is high when the number of packets carried by the same
wavelength (those that share the TWCs) is high.
In a mono-fiber switch this happens when the number of input/output
fibers N is high, so higher the number of fibers, better the SPW performs
(same PLP as fully equipped architecture with lower number of TWCs).
For multi-fiber architecture, the sharing degree depends on the number
of fibers NF , so the architecture allows high TWC saving when this
number is high (high number of II/OIs N or high number of fibers per
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Figure 4.7: PLP of MF-SPW as a function of the number of TWCs,
Mrw, in case N = 10, p = 0.4 and F = 1,M = 24, F = 2,M = 12,
F = 4,M = 6 and F = 6,M = 4. (A) is for Analysis and (S) for
simulation.
interface F ).
As the proposed models, the one for the mono-fiber case takes into
account the correlation among the conversion requests. It is very pre-
cise under all scenarios, especially when the upper bound introduced is
negligible (low wavelength blocking probability), so when the number of
wavelengths per fiber M is high. Instead, the model for MF-SPW archi-
tecture does not take into account the correlation among the conversion
requests, so it provides a good approximation of the PLP when the load is
not too high. With high load and low output wavelength blocking prob-
ability (high MF ), as in figure 4.8, the effect of the correlation is very
relevant, so the overestimation provided by the model leads to results far
from simulation.
4.3.2 Comparison of MF-SPN and MF-SPW
The MF-SPN and MF-SPW switch performance is compared in figures
4.9-4.10 in case N = 16, by fixing MF = 32 and MF = 256 respectively.
PLP is reported as a function of the total number of TWCs for different
switch configurations in terms of fibers/wavelengths (F,M). Results have
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Figure 4.8: PLP of MF-SPW as a function of the number of TWCs,
Mrw, in case N = 20, p = 0.7 and F = 1,M = 100, F = 2,M = 50,
F = 5,M = 20, F = 10,M = 10 and F = 20,M = 5. (A) is for Analysis
and (S) for simulation.
been obtained by applying the analytical models proposed in [23] and
section 4.2.3 for MF-SPN and MF-SPW switch respectively. In figure
4.9 the performance is evaluated in a low load scenario p = 0.4 and F
ranging from 2 to 32. In figure 4.10 the performance is evaluated in a
high load scenario p = 0.8 and F ranging from 2 to 128. All of the
sketched curves show the same trend, the PLP decreases as the number
of converters increases up to a threshold value beyond it the effect of the
converter blocking is negligible and the PLP saturates. The saturation
value for the PLP denotes the loss due to wavelength blocking and it
represents the same PLP of a fully equipped multi-fiber switch, next
referred to as Multi-Fiber Single-Per-Channel (MF-SPC) [15] switch. Let
rth,MF−SPN and rth,MF−SPW be the threshold values for the MF-SPN and
MF-SPW switch respectively. They represent the dimensioning values for
the TWCs of the MF-SPN and MF-SPW switches, that is the minimum
number of TWCs needed to the switches to reach the saturation PLP.
The TWCs dimensioning is more severe for MF-SPW switch with
respect to MF-SPN switch (see figures 4.9-4.10), for example in figure
4.10 for the case (F,M)= (2, 128) MF-SPW needs rth,MF−SPW = 2944
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Figure 4.9: Packet loss probability of MF-SPN and MF-SPW switches
as a function of the total number of TWCs in case N = 16, p = 0.4 and
F ranging from 2 to 16 and M ranging from 16 to 2 accordingly.
TWCs, while rth,MF−SPN = 768 only. This is due to the intrinsic charac-
teristics of the MF-SPW switch that does not allow the perfect sharing
of the available TWCs. In fact, the TWCs in the MF-SPW are fixed-
input/tunable-output, so they are partitioned among the wavelengths.
Instead, the MF-SPN switch is equipped with tunable-input/tunable-
output TWCs, so each incoming packet can exploit whatever TWC (per-
fect sharing).
In the third and fifth row of tables 4.1-4.2 the number of TWCs needed
for different switch configurations is presented, in the same cases as in
figures 4.10-4.10, respectively. For both MF-SPN and MF-SPW switches,
the TWC dimensioning is less severe as the number of fibers F used in
each II/OI increases. This is as expected, as the higher F is, the higher
the probability that a contending packet can be forwarded on the same
wavelength it is arriving on. In the fourth and sixth row of tables 4.1-
4.2 the TWCs percentage savings gMF−SPN = 100 (1 −
rth,MF−SPN
NMF
) and
gMF−SPW = 100 (1−
rth,MF−SPW
NMF
) of the MF-SPN and MF-SPW switches
with respect to the MF-SPC switch (using one TWC for each input
wavelength channel), is reported. Note that as F increases, the difference
between the TWCs percentage savings gMF−SPN and gMF−SPW becomes
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Figure 4.10: Packet loss probability of MF-SPN and MF-SPW switches
as a function of the total number of TWCs, in case N = 16, p = 0.8 and
F ranging from 2 to 128 and M ranging from 128 to 2 accordingly.
little. In fact, the SPW technique becomes more and more effective when,
by increasing F , a higher number of input wavelength channels shares the
rw TWCs which convert packets arriving on the same input wavelength.
(F,M)
(2, 16) (4, 8) (8, 4) (16, 2)
rth,MF−SPN 44 22 12 8
gMF−SPN 91.41% 95.70% 97.66% 98.44%
rth,MF−SPW 208 96 40 16
gMF−SPW 59.38% 81.25% 92.19% 96.88%
Table 4.1: Values of rth,MF−SPN , gMF−SPN , rth,MF−SPW e gMF−SPW , in
MF-SPN and MF-SPW switches for p = 0.4, N = 16, F ranging from 2
to 16 and M ranging from 16 to 2 accordingly.
The MF-SPN and MF-SPW are then compared by evaluating the
number of SOA gates needed to implement the switching fabric, by
means of (4.1) and (4.3). In the third and fifth row of tables 4.3-4.4 the
number of SOA gates needed when the MF-SPN and MF-SPW switches
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(F, M)
(2, 128) (4, 64) (8, 32) (32, 8) (64, 4) (128, 2)
rth,MF−SPN 768 501 302 90 43 22
gMF−SPN 81.26% 87.77% 92.63% 97.80% 98.95% 99.46%
rth,MF−SPW 2944 1792 1056 280 120 48
gMF−SPW 28.16% 56.27% 74.23% 93.17% 97.07% 98.83%
Table 4.2: Values of rth,MF−SPN , gMF−SPN , rth,MF−SPW e gMF−SPW , in
MF-SPN and MF-SPW switches for p = 0.8, N = 16, F ranging from 2
to 128 and M ranging from 128 to 2 accordingly.
are equipped with the number of TWCs reported in tables 4.1-4.2, re-
spectively, are reported. To quantify the switching fabric complexity
increase, in the fourth and sixth rows of tables 4.3-4.4 the percent-
age increases αMF−SPN and αMF−SPW of the MF-SPN and MF-SPW
switches with respect to MF-SPC switch are reported. Because the num-
(F,M)
(2, 16) (4, 8) (8, 4) (16, 2)
NMF−SPNSOA 40.3 · 10
3 45.4 · 103 73.2 · 103 137.2 · 103
αMF−SPN 146.09% 38.67% 11.72% 4.69%
NMF−SPWSOA 29.7 · 10
3 45.1 · 103 75.8 · 103 139.3 · 103
αMF−SPW 81.25% 37.50% 15.63% 6.25%
Table 4.3: Number of SOAs gates and percentage complexity increases
αMF−SPN , αMF−SPW in MF-SPN and MF-SPW switches for p = 0.4,
N = 16, F ranging from 2 to 16 andM ranging from 16 to 2 accordingly.
The MF-SPN and MF-SPW switches are equipped with the number of
TWCs reported in table 4.1.
ber of SOA gates needed in MF-SPC switch can be easily shown to be
(NF )2M , by using (4.1) and (4.3) the expressions αMF−SPN = 100(M +
1)rth,MF−SPN/(NMF ) and αMF−SPW = 200rth,MF−SPW/(NMF ) hold.
From the results reported in tables 4.3-4.4, MF-SPW switch results to
need, in most cases, a smaller number of SOAs gates than MF-SPN
switch. As mentioned in section 4.2.1, this is due to the higher com-
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plexity of the switching module in MF-SPN to allow incoming packets
to reach the shared TWC pool. In MF-SPN NF WSs allow only one
(F,M)
(2, 128) (4, 64) (8, 32) (32, 8) (64, 4) (128, 2)
#SOAMF−SPN 3.30 · 10
6 2.35 · 106 1.80 · 106 2.51 · 106 4.41 · 106 8.39 · 106
αMF−SPN 2418.75% 795.04% 243.31% 19.78% 5.25% 1.61%
#SOAMF−SPW 0.32 · 10
6 0.49 · 106 0.79 · 106 2.39 · 106 4.44 · 106 8.58 · 106
αMF−SPW 143.75% 87.50% 51.56% 13.67% 5.86% 2.34%
Table 4.4: Number of SOAs gates and percentage complexity increases
αMF−SPN , αMF−SPW in MF-SPN and MF-SPW switches for p = 0.8,
N = 16, F ranging from 2 to 128 and M ranging from 128 to 2 ac-
cordingly. The MF-SPN and MF-SPW switches are equipped with the
number of TWCs reported in table 4.2.
TWC to be reached. On the contrary, in MF-SPW, NF WSs allow one
block of M TWCs to be reached. As can be seen from tables 4.3-4.4,
when F increases and, consequently, M decreases, the MF-SPW switch-
ing fabric complexity becomes slightly higher than the one in MF-SPN
switch. This is due to the following reasons: i) each TWC block con-
tains a smaller number of TWCs in MF-SPW and the input switching
modules allowing the packets to reach the TWCs tend to have the same
complexity in MF-SPN and MF-SPW switches; ii) being the number of
TWCs needed in MF-SPW greater than the one in MF-SPN, the output
switching module, which allows converted packets to reach the OIs, has
a higher complexity in MF-SPW switch with respect to MF-SPN switch.
From the complexity analysis we have carried out, we can conclude that
in an MF-SPW switch the number F of fibers per II/OI and, conse-
quently, the number M wavelengths carried in each fiber must be chosen
high enough to allow a good TWC saving but not too high to avoid more
complex switching fabric with respect to MF-SPN.
By observing the third and fifth rows of tables 4.3, 4.4 it is possible
to see that the number of SOA gates employed increases as the number
of fibers per II/OI F increases. In fact, as shown in section 4.1.1, the
number of SOA gates needed for the direct connection is (NF )2M (the
same as for MF-SPC), so even if the total number of channels per II/OI
MF is fixed, the number of SOA increases linearly with F .
From Tables 4.1-4.4 we can note as MF-SPW represents a compet-
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itive architecture with respect to MF-SPN, especially when few fibers
and many wavelengths are used. The currents trends in optical net-
works, where DWDM technology enables to use more wavelengths in
one fiber, foresees that this will be the scenario expected in the future.
In this case MF-SPW has the advantage to require a smaller number of
SOAs with respect to MF-SPN, for example when p=0.8, N=16, F=4 and
M=64, the number of SOAs is increased of 795% and 87% in MF-SPN
and MF-SPW respectively. On the contrary MF-SPW allows a smaller
number of TWCs to be saved. In the case study above mentioned, the
saving of TWCs is 88% and 56% for MF-SPN and MF-SPW respec-
tively. The total number of TWCs needed is higher in MF-SPW, but
fixed-input/tunable-output TWCs can be employed instead of tunable-
input/tunable-output. It is not easy to evaluate how much the employ-
ment of fixed-input/tunable-output can impact on the cost, but it is
reasonable to think that these converters are easier to be realized and
much less costly than the tunable-input/tunable-output one, so the MF-
SPW architecture is a strong candidate to implement a switching node
with shared TWCs in a cost-effective way.
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Chapter 5
Contention resolution in the
wavelength and time domains
In this chapter switching architectures relying on both wavelength and
time domains to solve contention are presented. Contention resolution in
wavelength domain is again performed by applying wavelength conver-
sion, while two different alternatives are considered in the time domain.
The first one is to maintain the packets in optical domain and exploit
Fiber Delay Lines (FDLs) as optical buffers, while the second one is to
convert the packets losing contention in electronic domain and store them
in electronic buffers (RAMs) until an available time slot for forwarding
is found.
In the former case, only discrete delays are admitted for a packet, and
it can be only buffered for a given amount of time. An example of discrete
delays provided by FDLs in synchronous time slotted environment is
presented in figure 5.1. Different FDLs are available to delay a packet
arriving at the instant time t0. Each FDL provides a constant delay,
associated to its length. The delays provided by FDLs are proportional
to a constant value, called granularity and indicated with D, here equal
to the time slot duration. In this way, when Q FDLs are available,
a packet arriving at the instant t0 can be delayed up to Q − 1 time
slots. In particular if the packet is broadcast to all FDLs, it is available
for transmission not only in the current time slot but also for the next
Q− 1 time slots. If the packet is not forwarded during this period, it is
discarded.
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Figure 5.1: Example of discrete delays provided by Fiber Delay Lines.
The packet is available for transmission in the L− 1 time slots next the
one it arrived.
In the latter case conversion to electronic domain is needed to avoid
loss of data due to contention, so the resulting architecture is called
hybrid electro/optical switch. In this kind of switches packets can be
stored in the buffer for an arbitrary amount of time, and they can be
extracted from the buffer in whatever instant. Loss occurs when no more
rooms are available on the buffer to store packets losing contention.
An example of switching node relying on FDLs to solve contention is
presented in section 5.1, while an example of hybrid switch with electronic
buffers is presented in section 5.2.
5.1 All-optical input buffered switch
This section presents an input buffered switch architecture, shown in
figure 5.2 in case N = 3 IF/OFs each carrying M = 4 wavelengths.
The node consists of the same MS-SPW switch presented in chapter
3, with an input buffering stage (which confirms the modularity of this
architecture) [44]. The resulitng switch is called IB-SPW (Input-Buffered
multi-stage Shared-Per-Wavelength). Here the case with FDLs as input
buffers is presented, but such input buffered switch can also be equipped
with electronic buffers to solve contention, obtaining an hybrid switch.
The input buffering stage is implemented by the same optical devices of
the MS-SPW architecture, as described in section 3.1.
The principle of operation is the following: at each node input, af-
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ter optical amplification by means of an EDFA (Erbium-Doped Fiber
Amplifier), a power coupler is used to generate multiple copies of the
multi-wavelength bundle of channels entering the node from this input.
The power coupler should have Q+1 outlets where one outlet per incom-
ing fiber is reserved for a local drop, while Q outlets forward wavelength
channels to the Q FDLs that implement the input buffer. Optical pack-
ets arriving at the switch are broadcast to all the available FDLs, so
they are available at the first S-stage with all possible delays between 0
and L = Q − 1 time slots, where L is called buffer size. Different queu-
ing disciplines can be applied to manage queues and select the packets
for forwarding. Each FDL is followed by a WS, which allows to trans-
mit/block a packet in a particular wavelength. At the output side, the
WSs are interconnected by means of a Q : 1 power combiner to feed
the MS-SPW switch with the selected packets. Then the interconnection
network behavior is the same as described in chapter 3.
The number of SOAs needed for the MS-SPW switch has been evalu-
ated in formula (3.4). For the IB-SPW switch, additional Q = L+1 WSs
per IF are needed, for a total amount of (L + 1)N WSs with M SOAs
each. By using (3.4) and taking into account the additional components
for the buffering stage, the total complexity in terms of SOAs for the
IB-SPW switch results in:
N IB−SPWSOA = 2N
2M + (L+ 1)NM = NM(2N + L+ 1) (5.1)
When contention arises, the scheduling algorithm chooses which packet
is forwarded among those arriving on the IFs in the current time slot and
those present in the buffers from previous time slots. Depending on the
strategy adopted to extract the packets from FDLs, different queuing
policies are obtained. Two different policies to manage the input buffer-
ing stage are here illustrated.
5.1.1 Scheduling algorithms for input buffered
switch
Proper scheduling algorithms to manage the queues on the IFs are needed.
A packet arriving in a time slot can be sent in the same time slot or in
the next L time slot after. For this reason, it is necessary to decide as
the packets are extracted of the FDLs. Due to the limited number of
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Figure 5.2: Input buffered switch with N = 3 input/output fibers carry-
ing M = 4 wavelengths each. The node is equipped with B = 1 TWC
block and Q = 4 FDLs per input fiber.
TWCs, to reduce the packet loss, the maximum number of packets must
be forwarded without wavelength conversion. In addition in a time slot
is preferable to forward the oldest packets, that are near to reach the
maximum delay, after which they are discarded. Two scheduling disci-
plines are here illustrated for the buffers. First, a useful nomenclature is
introduced:
• Ljk the lists of packets carried by wavelength j on k-th input fiber
• T contains the total number of time slots
• Cjk (Arrival Time Slot) contains the time slot in which the packet
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on the head of Ljk arrived
• OFk the sets of free wavelengths on the k-th output fiber in the
current time slot (k = 0, · · · , N − 1)
• BCi the sets of free TWCs on the i-th block in the current time
slot (i = 0, · · · , rw − 1)
• WBCi the sets of free wavelengths on output of the i-th TWC block
in the current time slot (i = 0, · · · , rw − 1)
• SLa the sets of free wavelengths on a-th optical fibers in the middle
stage in the current time slot (a = 0, · · · , N − rw − 1)
To manage the packet forwarding, lists mechanism is introduced. Pack-
ets arriving in the same input channel are stored in the list Ljk. A new
packet arrival in a time slot is inserted on the tail of corresponding list.
In this way, the packet on the head is the oldest of the list and the packet
on the tail is the youngest. First policy that can be applied to manage
the lists is the simple and well known FIFO (First-In First-Out) policy.
In this case the algorithm is named FIFO-RR algorithm. The FIFO-
RR algorithm serves each list in a first-in first-out manner. To assure
the fairness among the fibers and wavelengths, two round robin counters
(RRF and RRW )are used. RRF indicates which fiber has to be served
first in a time slot (the other fibers are then scanned sequentially). RRF
is incremented by one at each time slot. RRW indicates the wavelength
that must be served first in each IF in a time slot. Differently from RRF ,
RRW is incremented by one when RRF = 0, every N time slots. The
scheduling algorithm is composed by 2 steps executed in each time slot.
In the first step, the packets arriving in the current time slot are inserted
on the tail of the corresponding lists. In the second step, the lists are
sequentially scanned and a function sel lambda evaluates if the packets
on the head of the lists can be forwarded. The pseudo-code of the FIFO-
RR scheduling algorithm is here presented:
step 1:
for (i = 0 ; i < N ; i++)
for (j = 0 ; j < M ; j ++)
if (there is a packet carried by λj on input fiber i)
insert the packet in the tail of list Lji ;
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step 2:
for (i = 0 ; i < N ; i++)
for (j = 0 ; j < M ; j ++) {
in = (i+RRF ) mod N ;
λ = (j +RRW ) mod M ;
if (Lλin != NULL) {
out=output fiber of the packet in the head of Lλin;
tx=sel lambda(λ, out);
if (tx > 0)
the packet is forwarded and removed from
the head of Lλin;
if ( (tx == −1) && (T − Cλin == L) )
the packet is removed from the head of Lλin;
}
}
RRF = (RRF + 1) mod N ;
if (RRF = 0) RRW = (RRW + 1) mod M ;
Note that the scheduling algorithm also removes the packets on the head
of the lists if they are not forwarded in the current time slot and they
have reached the maximum delay L (they are not available in the next
time slot). sel lambda procedure first tries to forward a packet without
conversion, if this is not possible the packet is forwarded by exploiting
wavelength conversion. sel lambda returns the wavelength to forward
the packet on the destination OF if possible, otherwise, when the packet
cannot be forwarded sel lamnda returns −1. The pseudo-code of the
procedure sel lambda, presented in detail in [38] presented below. By
observing the architecture implementation, a path between input and
output channels must be established to forward a packet. Suppose that
the scheduling algorithm decide to forward a packet from j−th (1) wave-
length of the k − th (2) IF to the s − th (3) wavelength on the h − th
(4) OF. In addition suppose that the packet is stored in the switch from
T − Cjk = u time slots and scheduling algorithm decide to forward it
exploiting the i− th (1) TWC block. In the first stage (buffering stage)
the j − th (1) gate on the u − th WS connected to input k (2) has to
be turned on. In the second stage the j − th (1) gate in the i − th (1)
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WS connected to input k (2) has to be turned on. In the third stage,
the j − th (1) TWC on i − th (1) block is used to convert a packet
on the proper output wavelength s (3). Finally, in the h − th (4) WS
connected to i−th (1) TWC block, the s−th (4) gate must be turned on.
int sel lambda(int λin, int out) {
if (λin ∈ OFout)
for (a = 0; a < N − rw; a++)
if (λin ∈ SLa) {
λin is removed from SLa and OFout;
return λin;
}
for (i = 0; i < rw; i++)
if (the TWC dedicated to λin ∈ BCi)
for (j = 0; j < M ; j ++)
if (λj ∈ W
BC
i ∩OFout ) {
remove λj from W
BC
i and OFout;
remove the i-th TWC from BCi;
return λj;
}
return -1;
}
The FIFO-RR scheduling algorithm is affected by the Head Of Line
(HOL) phenomenon, that is if a packet on the head of a list cannot
be forwarded, it blocks the packets behind it even if they are directed to
contention-free OFs. For this reason, a second policy to manage the lists
is proposed in order to reduce the HOL effect. To do this the FIFO hy-
pothesis is relaxed and a window (with sizeW ) mechanism is introduced.
When the list Ljk is scanned, the algorithm tries to send the packet on the
head (the oldest) but if this packet is blocked, one of the packets behind
it belonging to a window W can be sent, if directed to a different (free)
OF. In this paper the window size is equal to the buffer size, W = L.
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Figure 5.3: Packet loss probability as a function of the number of TWC
blocks varying the buffer size, obtained by applying FIFO-RR algorithm
in case N = 16, M = 16 and p = 0.8.
5.1.2 Numerical results
Results are obtained by simulation with confidence interval at 95% less
than or equal to the 5% of the mean. Simulation are obtained consid-
ering Bernoulli independent arrivals on input wavelengths, where not
differently specified.
First, in figure 5.3 PLP as a function of the number of TWC blocks
rw is plotted for the FIFO-RR algorithm, varying the buffer size L in case
N = 16, M = 16 and p = 0.8. It can be seen that the same performance
as fully equipped architecture can be obtained with limited number of
TWC blocks. In addition, the figure shows that when the number of
TWC blocks is high enough, by increasing by 1 the buffer size, PLP
decreases about a half order of magnitude.
In figure 5.4 PLP as a function of the number of TWC blocks rw
varying the buffer size is plotted for both FIFO-RR andW-RR scheduling
algorithms in case N = 16, M = 16 and p = 0.9. By increasing the
number of the FDLs, packet loss decreases especially with W-RR. In
addition the decrease as a function of the buffer size is more evident in
the asymptotic value of the packet loss. More, for this high load, W-RR
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Figure 5.4: Comparison between the packet loss probability obtained
by applying FIFO-RR and W-RR algorithms. PLP as a function of the
number of TWC blocks varying the buffer size is plotted, in case N = 16,
M = 16 and p = 0.9.
performs better than FIFO-RR, but the obtained PLP is high with this
small buffer sizes.
Figure 5.5 shows the PLP obtained with FIFO-RR and W-RR algo-
rithms as a function of the buffer size for the fully equipped (rw = N)
architecture in case N = 16, M = 16 and p = 0.8, 0.9. With high load
(p = 0.9), even if L increases, the PLP obtained with FIFO-RR does not
decrease significantly, due to the HOL phenomenon. W-RR algorithm
provides better performance than FIFO-RR especially when the buffer
size increases (4 order of magnitude when L = 10). When the load is
p = 0.8, both algorithms improve the performance when L increases,
and the gap between them are less evident, at least in the plotted region.
When the load is below p = 0.8, FIFO-RR and W-RR provide almost
the same packet loss (the HOL phenomenon becomes lower and lower as
load decreases).
Finally in figure 5.6 the PLP with FIFO-RR is evaluated by taking
into account admissible traffic (output contention-free) on input wave-
lengths in order to evaluate the packet loss due to the unavailability of
the TWCs. PLP as a function of the number of TWC blocks is plot-
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Figure 5.5: Comparison between the packet loss obtained by applying
FIFO-RR and W-RR algorithms as a function of the buffer size for the
fully equipped (rw = N) architecture in case N = 16, M = 16 and
p = 0.8, 0.9.
ted, varying the buffer size L, in case N = 16, M = 16 and p = 0.8.
The PLP presents an asymptotic value, related to the limited capability
of the scheduling algorithm for the MS-SPW switch in finding a match
between input and output channels, due to the packet grooming effect,
as explained in section 3.2. This effect is not related to the buffering
stage, but to the conversion stage of the MS-SPW switch. Anyway, as
the buffer size L increases, the asymptotic value of PLP decreases, by
reaching negligible values even for not too high buffer size.
5.2 Electro/optical hybrid switch
In this section an hybrid electro/optical switch is presented. It is based
on WSs to implement the switching fabric and on TWCs and electronic
buffers to solve contention. The proposed architecture, called H-EOS
(Hybrid Electro/Optical Switch) is presented in figure 5.7 in the case
N = 2 IF/OF interfaces carrying M = 4 wavelengths each. An S-stage
identical to the one presented in section 3.1 is used to directly connect IFs
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Figure 5.6: Packet loss probability as a function of the number of TWC
blocks varying the buffer size L, for admissible traffic on input in case
N = 16, M = 16 and p = 0.8
to the OFs. In this stage N WSs connects an IF to all the N OFs. A total
amount of N2 WSs are needed to obtain full connectivity among IFs and
OFs. rw TWC blocks are available to solve contention in the wavelength
domain. Each TWC block is equipped with M TWCs dedicated per
wavelength, exactly as for the MS-SPW (see section 3.1 for a detailed
description of a TWC block). More, B blocks of electronic buffers are
available to solve contention in time domain. Both TWC and buffer
blocks are shared among the IFs, so each IF is connected to each TWC
and buffer block by means of WSs. For this reason, rw + B additional
WSs per IF are needed, for a total amount of N(rw+B) additional WSs
to reach the blocks. Moreover, each of these blocks must be connected
to all the OFs, so N WSs for each block are needed. Other N(rw + B)
WSs are used. The total amount of WSs for the whole architecture is
N2 +2N(rw+B) = N(N +2(rw+B)), each equipped with M SOAs, so
the complexity of the H-EOS results in:
NH−EOSSOA = NM(N + 2(rw +B)) (5.2)
Now, the main functionalities of the electronic buffer block, presented
in figure 5.8, are described. Each buffer block is equipped with M elec-
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Figure 5.7: Hybrid electro/optical switch with N = 2 input/output fiber
interfaces carryingM = 4 wavelengths each. The switch is equipped with
rw = 1 blocks of M TWCs dedicated per wavelength and B = 1 blocks
of electronic buffers, each with M FIFO queues, one per wavelength.
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Figure 5.8: Example of electronic buffer block equipped with M line
cards dedicated per wavelength.
tronic line cards, one per wavelength. First, the WDM signal on input is
split by means of a DEMUX, and the M signals on different wavelength
are interfaced with theM line cards. In each line card a packet coming on
the corresponding wavelength is received and converted to the electronic
domain, then it is stored in simple FIFO electronic queues, with L rooms
each. At the transmission side, an electronic module synchronizes the
packets that must be forwarded in a time slot, then they are converted
to the optical domain by fixed transmitters in the same wavelength it
arrived on the buffer. Finally the signals on different wavelengths are
multiplexed in a single fiber by a MUX. As described before, this fiber is
connected by WSs to the OFs.
A proper scheduling algorithm to control packet forwarding and re-
solve contention is needed. A scheduling algorithm is described in the
next section.
5.2.1 Scheduling algorithm for the hybrid switch
In this kind of switches, the scheduling algorithm has to manage packets
coming from IFs and packets stored in the electronic buffers. The hy-
pothesis of this work is that the scheduler in each time slot gives priority
to the packets in the electronic buffers, so these packets are served first.
Another hypothesis is that packets stored in the buffers are sent with-
out wavelength conversion, they cannot exploit the TWC blocks. The
packets coming on the IFs are forwarded without wavelength conversion
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if possible, otherwise they are sent by exploiting wavelength conversion.
When there are not available wavelengths on the destination OF (output
blocking) or there are not available TWCs to perform wavelength con-
version, the packet is sent to the buffers. In particular the buffer block
are scanned sequentially, and the packet is stored in the first block where
the corresponding electronic queue (the one dedicated to the wavelength
of the packet) has a free room. If all B buffer blocks are scanned without
finding an available room for the packet, it is discarded.
The first part of the scheduling algorithm is devoted to schedule the
packets on the electronic buffers. Given that these packets are forwarded
without wavelength conversion, packets in queues dedicated to different
wavelengths don’t contend each other, so this part of the scheduling al-
gorithm can be executed in parallel on the wavelengths. The flow chart
of the scheduling algorithm for a generic wavelength k is presented in
figure 5.9. The B buffer blocks are sequentially considered. When block
i = 0
i < B
Qi,k not empty
Wavelength k
wavelength k free on the 
dest OF of packet on 
head of Qi,k
Schedule packet on head of 
Qi,k on wavelength k of dest OF.
Set wavelength k busy
Schedule packets 
coming on IFs
B = B + 1
yes
yes
yes
no
no
no
Figure 5.9: Flow chart of the first part of the scheduling algorithm.
Packets in the electronic buffers are scheduled.
i is considered, if the queue dedicated to wavelength k in this block (in-
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dicated with Qi,k is not empty, the algorithm controls if wavelength k
is free on the destination OF of the packet at the head of the queue. If
so, the packet is scheduled to that wavelength and it is occupied, oth-
erwise the packet remains in the queue. Then, in both cases next block
is considered. When all blocks has been considered, this phase ends and
packets coming from IFs can be considered for possible forwarding. Note
that only the packets at the head of the queues can be transmitted in a
time slot, leading to the HOL phenomenon HOL influences the perfor-
mance, accordingly to the available number of buffer blocks. The higher
the number of blocks, the lower the effect of the HOL phenomenon.
When packets coming from IFs are considered, a scheduling algorithm
very similar to the one presented in section 3.2 can be applied. It takes
into account the packet grooming at the output of the TWC blocks.
The only differences of the scheduling for this switch with respect to the
algorithm for MS-SPW are
i) some wavelengths on the OFs can be already occupied by packets
coming from electronic buffers
ii) the full connectivity among input and output fibers is assured by N2
WSs (instead, in MS-SPW N − rw shared optical fibers connects IFs
and OFs). A logical scheme of this phase of the scheduling algorithm
is presented in figure 5.10. When a packet arrives, if no wavelengths
Packet arrival
Output 
blocking λ packet free
TWC 
available
Dedicated 
queues busy
Forwarded without 
conversion
Forwarded with 
conversionDISCARDED In queue
yes
no yes
no
yes
no
yes
no
Figure 5.10: Logical example of packet scheduling for a packet coming
on an input channel.
are available on the destination OF, the packet is blocked due to output
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Figure 5.11: Packet loss probability as a function of the number of TWC
blocks varying the number of buffer blocks in case N = 16 input/output
fibers, M = 16 wavelengths per fiber, load p = 0.9 and buffer size L = 5.
blocking and it needs to be buffered. Otherwise, if at least one wavelength
is available, it is sent without conversion if its wavelength is free on the
corresponding OF, otherwise it is sent with wavelength conversion, if at
least one available TWC is found. Otherwise, the packet is sent to the
buffers. When this happens, the buffer blocks are sequentially considered
to store the packet, and it is stored in the first available queue. Finally
the packet is lost when all blocks are considered without finding a room
to store the packet.
5.2.2 Numerical results for the hybrid switch
In this section some results of H-EOS switch, obtained by simulation,
are presented. First in figure 5.11 PLP obtained with H-EOS switch as a
function of the number of TWC blocks is plotted varying the number of
buffer blocks B in case N = 16, M = 16, p = 0.9 and buffer size L = 5.
The figure shows that the asymptotic values of PLP can be obtained
with a reduced number of TWC blocks, almost independently from the
number of buffer blocks. This asymptotic value of PLP rapidly decreases
with the number of buffer blocks, and also for high load (p = 0.9) a few
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Figure 5.12: Packet loss probability as a function of the buffer size L
varying the number of buffer blocks B for the fully equipped switch
(rw = 16), in case N = 16 input/output fibers, M = 16 wavelengths per
fiber and load p = 0.8, 0.9.
buffer blocks (B=4) is enough to obtain relative low PLP. The figure
also shows that the decrease of PLP becomes higher and higher as B
increases.
Figure 5.12 shows the PLP as a function of the buffer size L, varying
the number of buffer blocks B, for the fully equipped switch (in terms
of TWCs) in case N = 16, M = 16, p = 0.8, 0.9. The figure shows
how the PLP becomes low when the buffer size increases if enough buffer
blocks are used (B = 3). In particular when the load is not very high
(p = 0.8), the PLP becomes negligible as L increases even when a single
buffer block is employed.
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Chapter 6
Cost model for optical
switches
In this chapter a simple cost model to compare in terms of cost different
architectures relying on the same main optical components is presented
[46]. To obtain a simple model, a parametric evaluation is here pro-
vided, and only the components that are very expensive and/or used
in a relevant number in the architectures are taken into account. The
model gives information about when an architecture is convenient with
respect to another one, but does not provide information about the cost
difference between the architectures. First, the parametric cost model is
presented in section 6.1, then it is applied to compare SPN (section 2.2)
and MS-SPW (chapter 3) switches in section 6.2. Finally in section 6.3
it is shown how the proposed model can be applied to compare different
configurations of a multi-fiber switch.
6.1 Cost model
In this section the model is presented. The components taken into ac-
count in the definition of the cost model are TWCs (which are considered
more complex than other optical devices) and SOA gates, which are used
in a relevant number with respect to other components. The aim of the
cost model is to compare two generic architectures (named A and B)
relying on the same kind of TWCs and SOAs. In particular the TWCs
should have the same tuning range. It is assumed that a TWC is α times
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more expensive than an SOA, leading to the expression
CTWC = αCSOA , α ≥ 1 (6.1)
where CTWC and CSOA are the costs of a TWC and an SOA respectively.
By indicating with NASOA, N
A
TWC and N
B
SOA, N
B
TWC the number of TWCs
and SOAs needed for architectures A and B respectively, the cost of these
architectures can be expressed as:
CA = N
A
SOACSOA +N
A
TWCCTWC = (N
A
SOA + αN
A
TWC)CSOA
CB = N
B
SOACSOA +N
B
TWCCTWC = (N
B
SOA + αN
B
TWC)CSOA
(6.2)
By imposing CA < CB the conditions leading to architecture A less
expensive than architecture B can be found. This inequality must be
satisfied:
NASOA + αN
A
TWC < N
B
SOA + αN
B
TWC (6.3)
After some algebra, the condition CA < CB results in:
α < αth when N
A
TWC −N
B
TWC > 0
α > αth when N
A
TWC −N
B
TWC < 0
(6.4)
where
αth =
NBSOA −N
A
SOA
NATWC −N
B
TWC
(6.5)
is the threshold value that identifies the regions of convenience of the
two architectures. Five cases are trivial to be evaluated, but are here
reported for the sake of completeness.
i)A and B use the same number of TWCs (NATWC = N
B
TWC): by ob-
serving (6.4) the condition to have CA < CB becomes N
A
SOA < N
B
SOA in-
dependently from α (the most expensive architecture is the one that uses
the higher number of SOAs). In this case αth = +∞ when N
B
SOA > N
A
SOA
and αth = −∞ when N
B
SOA < N
A
SOA.
ii) A and B use the same number of SOAs (NASOA = N
B
SOA), the
condition CA < CB results in N
A
TWC < N
B
TWC (the most expensive ar-
chitecture is the one that uses the higher number of SOAs). In this case
αth = 0.
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iii) A and B use the same number of SOAs and TWCs (NASOA =
NBSOA and N
A
TWC = N
B
TWC): A and B have the same cost. Note that
in this case the inequality (6.4) is never satisfied, and the value of αth is
mathematically not defined (αth =
0
0
).
iv) A uses more TWCs and SOAs than B (NATWC−N
B
TWC > 0 and
NBSOA −N
A
SOA < 0): αth < 0, so the condition α < αth is never satisfied,
A is more expensive than B for all values of α.
v) A uses less TWCs and SOAs than B (NATWC − N
B
TWC < 0 and
NBSOA−N
A
SOA > 0): αth < 0 and the condition α > αth is always satisfied,
so architecture A is less expensive than B for all values of α.
The most interesting cases are NATWC−N
B
TWC > 0, N
B
SOA−N
A
SOA > 0
and NATWC − N
B
TWC < 0, N
B
SOA − N
A
SOA < 0 leading to αth > 0. In fact
in this situation an architecture is convenient with respect to the other
depending on the relative cost of an SOA and a TWC. By evaluating
the number of SOAs and TWCs needed for the two architectures and
by applying the proposed formulas (6.4) and (6.5) it is possible to find
the less expensive architecture. In table 6.1 are shown the regions of
convenience of A with respect to B accordingly to the different admitted
values of αth.
NATWC = N
B
TWC N
A
TWC > N
B
TWC N
A
TWC < N
B
TWC
αth = −∞ never - -
αth < 0 - never always
αth = 0 - never always
αth > 0 - α < αth α > αth
αth = +∞ always - -
Table 6.1: Regions of convenience of architecture A with respect to B
accordingly to the values of αth.
It is worthwhile outlining that the proposed cost model is valid in
any traffic scenario, by providing the number of TWCs needed for a
given switch configuration and loss target, and the corresponding num-
ber of SOAs.
Finally, some observations with respect to this cost model.
i) The proposed cost model only allows to determine less expensive config-
urations, but it does not provide a quantitative evaluation of cost saving.
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To this end the exact value of the parameter α should be known;
ii) the values of α for different number of wavelengths per fiber (M) can-
not be directly compared, given that the TWCs tuning range varies with
M , so α = CTWC
CSOA
also varies.
6.2 Cost comparison for SPN andMS-SPW
As an example, the proposed model is here applied to compare the SPN
and MS-SPW switches proposed in section 2.2 and chapter 3 respectively.
The same comparison can be found in [46]. The aim is here to evaluate
and compare the cost of the architectures for a given loss performance.
In figure 6.1 a comparison between the performance of the SPN and
MS-SPW for Bernoulli input traffic, obtained with the analytical models
presented in sections 2.2.3, 2.3.3 respectively, is shown. PLP is plotted
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Figure 6.1: Comparison between SPN and MS-SPW architectures. PLP
as a function of the total number of TWCs varying load, in the case
N = 16, M = 8.
as a function of the total number of the TWCs varying load in case
N = 16,M = 8. From this figure the minimum number of TWCs needed
to obtain the asymptotic value of packet loss can be determined. The
corresponding number of SOAs can be obtained by applying formulas
(2.25) and (3.4) for SPN and MS-SPW respectively. SPN requires less
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TWCs than MS-SPW, so the condition CMS−SPW < CSPN is satisfied
when α < αth.
As an example in case p = 0.5 the same performance as fully equipped
architecture is obtained with NSPNTWC = 22 and N
MS−SPW
TWC = 48 for SPN
and MS-SPW respectively. By applying formula (6.5) the value αth =
675.69 is obtained. This value suggests that the MS-SPW architecture
is always less expensive than the reference SPN architecture, given that
it seems not realistic that a TWC is 675 times more expensive than an
SOA. By exploiting graphs similar to the one presented in figure 6.1 the
value of αth for each value of a couple (N , M) can be found.
In figure 6.2 the value of αth as a function of the number of input/output
fibers N is plotted, in case M = 16 and p = 0.3, 0.5, 0.7. The value of
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Figure 6.2: Values of αth for MS-SPW and SPN architectures, as a func-
tion of N in the caseM = 16, p = 0.3, 0.5, 0.7. MS-SPW is less expensive
than SPN when α < αth.
αth increases as N increases. Given that the SPN architecture is less
costly than the MS-SPW when α > αth, when N is high the cost of a
TWC must be very higher than the cost of an SOA in order that the
SPN being convenient with respect the MS-SPW. In figure 6.3 the value
of αth is plotted as a function of the number of wavelengths per fiber M
in case N = 16, p = 0.3, 0.5, 0.7. Also in this case, αth increases as M
increases, leading to similar results as in the previous case. The value of
αth is lower for light load, but is in any case high.
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Figure 6.3: Values of αth for MS-SPW and SPN architectures, as a func-
tion ofM in the case N = 16, p = 0.3, 0.5, 0.7. MS-SPW is less expensive
than SPN when α < αth.
6.3 Cost comparison for multi-fiber
switches
This model can also be applied to compare in cost different configura-
tions of multi-fiber switches (MF-SPN or MF-SPW presented in chapter
4). Here the MF-SPW switch is considered as an example. The mini-
mum number of TWCs NTWC to obtain the asymptotic value of PLP is
considered for each switch configuration
NTWC =Mr
th
w (6.6)
where rthw (th is for threshold) is the minimum number of TWCs per
wavelength needed to obtain asymptotic PLP. The values of NTWC for
different configurations and switch dimensioning can be obtained from
loss graphs similar to that presented in section 4.3.
Taking into account formula (6.6), the complexity in terms of SOAs,
already presented in formula (4.3) in section 4.2.1, can be expressed as:
NSOA = (NF )
2M + 2NFNTWC (6.7)
The first part of this formula refers to the number of SOAs needed to
connect IFs and OFs directly, while the second part refers to the number
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of SOAs needed to connect the TWC pools to the IFs and OFs. When the
number of channels per interface is maintained (MF = W ), by varying
the number of fibers per interface and the number of wavelengths per
fiber accordingly, formula (6.7) can be rewritten as:
NSOA = N
2FW + 2NFNTWC (6.8)
the first term increases linearly with F . In fact, the higher the number
of fibers per interface, the higher the number of SOAs needed to connect
IFs and OFs directly. The second term is proportional to both F and
the total number of TWCs employed NTWC . The second one decreases
as F increases (see figures 4.9, 4.10). In fact, when F increases, the
spatial diversity assured by the employment of F fibers per interface can
be exploited to solve contention, so a lower number of TWCs is needed.
Tables 6.2, 6.3, 6.4 present the number of TWCs (first row) and SOAs
(second row) needed for the switch configurations N = 16, W = 16 -
N = 10, W = 24 and N = 20, W = 100 presented in figures 4.6, 4.7 and
4.8 respectively. The numbers in the tables have been carried out from
simulation results, due to the limits of the analysis in the switch config-
urations plotted in these figures. Tables show that, as F increases, the
number of TWCs decreases while the number of SOAs increases. More,
a relevant number of SOAs is needed to implement the switching fabrics,
especially when N and/or W is high (table 6.4). To apply the model to
(F,M)
(1, 16) (2, 8) (4, 4) (8, 2)
NTWC 96 56 24 10
NSOA 7168 11776 19456 35328
αth − 115.2 170.66 327.44
Table 6.2: Number of TWCs and SOAs for different switch configura-
tions, in case p = 0.3, N = 16, MF = 16
the MF-SPW, it is necessary to assume that TWCs with different tuning
range have the same cost. To compare different configurations in terms of
number of fibers per interface/number of wavelengths per fiber, by fixing
N and W =MF , a configuration is chosen as a reference, and the others
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(F,M)
(1, 24) (2, 12) (4, 6) (6, 4)
NTWC 144 84 48 28
NSOA 5280 8160 13440 17760
αth − 48 85 107.58
Table 6.3: Number of TWCs and SOAs for different switch configura-
tions, in case p = 0.4, N = 10, MF = 24
(F,M)
(1, 100) (2, 50) (5, 20) (10, 10) (20, 5)
NTWC 1100 700 450 200 90
NSOA 84000 136000 290000 480000 872000
αth − 130 316.92 440 780.19
Table 6.4: Number of TWCs and SOAs for different switch configura-
tions, in case p = 0.7, N = 20, MF = 100
are compared with this one. The number of TWCs and SOAs for the
reference configuration are indicated with N refTWC and N
ref
SOA respectively,
and its the cost can be expressed as:
Cref = N
ref
SOACSOA +N
ref
TWCCTWC = (N
ref
SOA + αN
ref
TWC)CSOA (6.9)
Here the mono-fiber case is assumed as the reference and it is compared
to the different multi-fiber configurations. The values of αth obtained by
applying (6.5) are presented in the third row of tables 4.1, 4.2, 4.3. In
this case Cref < CA when α < αth, as deduced from (6.4) by observing
the values of NTWC in the tables. The obtained values for αth are quite
high, especially when N and/or W are high. In any case, the value of
αth rapidly increases with F . The condition Cref > CA, obtained when
α > αth is not easily satisfied when F is high due to the high value of
αth.
In this cost evaluation, the cost of a TWC is assumed to be constant
with respect to the tuning range. In the real case, the lower the tuning
range, the lower the cost of a TWC, and this leads to lower values of αth.
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To take into account this in the cost model, two assumptions are made
i) α is the relation between the cost of an SOA and a TWC with the
tuning range needed for the mono-fiber case ii) the cost of a TWC is a
linear function of the tuning range. The tuning range needed is related
to the number of fibers per interface, and in particular the tuning range
decreases as F increases. The tuning range of a multi-fiber configuration
A is F
A
F ref
times lower than the tuning range of the reference (mono-fiber)
configuration, where F ref and FA are the number of fibers per interface
of reference and A configurations respectively. For this reason, the cost of
a TWC needed for the multi-fiber configuration A is F
A
F ref
lower than the
cost of a TWC in the reference configuration. The cost of the multi-fiber
configuration A can be rewritten as:
CA = N
A
SOACSOA +N
A
TWCCTWC
F ref
FA
= (NASOA + α
F ref
FA
NATWC)CSOA
(6.10)
and the expression of αth becomes:
αth =
NASOA −N
ref
SOA
N refTWC −
F ref
FA
NATWC
(6.11)
With these assumptions the values of αth in the case presented in ta-
ble 6.3 becomes 28.23, 61.81, 89.57 instead of 48, 85, 107.58 respectively.
The values of αth are reduced due to the lower cost of TWCs when multi-
fiber configurations are employed. Anyway, the hypothesis that the cost
linearly decreases with the range is optimistic. In fact it is more probable
that a cost of a TWC increases more rapidly when the tuning range is low
and slowly when the tuning range is high. To have a better evaluation
it is necessary to know the exact TWC cost function varying the tuning
range. Anyway, the real value of αth will be between the two values here
proposed.
Some observations with respect to the cost evaluation in multi-fiber
switches.
i) the values of α for different M and W cannot be directly compared,
given that they influence the needed tuning range.
ii) Due to the still immature technology of the TWCs with respect to
SOAs, also quite high values of α are considered to be reasonable.
In fact recently arrays of 32 SOAs have been shown to be feasible [47],
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and it is reasonable to think that in a few time this devices will be avail-
able with a relative low cost, while when optical TWCs will be available,
their cost should be very high due to technological constraints.
iii) αth increases as F increases, but the real value of α decreases as F
increases, given that the tuning range decreases with F , so also the TWC
cost decreases. Also for this reason, the condition Cref > CA (α > αth)
is very difficult to be satisfied with high F .
iv) This evaluation takes into account only the cost, so even if mono-
fiber solution should be less costly under some switch dimensioning, the
multi-fiber scheme could be anyway required due to the difficulty to re-
alize TWCs with large tuning range. In addition, in some context the
switching fabrics could be implemented with cheaper technology (like
MEMS), anyway assuring a good trade-off between cost and performance
even when the number of fibers per interface is high.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
The exploitation of DWDM photonic technology, not only for transport of
information but also for switching operations, seems to be one of the most
appealing and cost-effective solutions for the next generation networks.
In this context photonic packet switches play a fundamental role to build
high-speed service-oriented optical networks.
In this work different switch architectures able to exploit the available
domains (wavelength, time and space) to solve contention have been
proposed. Ideal schemes and possible implementations relying on optical
devices expected to be mature in the near future have been proposed, in
particular:
• a new shared-per-wavelength scheme for the wavelength convert-
ers has been presented, and a possible implementation with low
complexity proposed;
• implementations for multi-fiber switches to solve contention in space
and wavelength domains have been presented
• implementations of buffered switches, both all-optical and elec-
tro/optical have been presented
For all the proposed solutions, heuristic scheduling algorithms to con-
trol packet forwarding have also been studied. Performance has been car-
ried out by means of analysis and simulation, showing the effectiveness
of the proposed solutions in solving contention.
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Finally, complexity in terms of expensive optical components has also
been evaluated and a simple cost model to compare different architectures
has been presented.
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